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we are 
n-town. 

Nestled in the shadow of the 
Konigstuhl, the Heidelberg Castle 
stands as the city's most recognizable 
symbol. The distinctive landmark 
possesses not only an important 
historical relevance, but also serves a 
vital contemporary purpose as well. 
As the heart and soul of Heidelberg, 
the castle serves as the spiritual 
center for the surrounding area, 
characterizing the city with its proud 
and dominating presence. 

Though the castle may define 
the city, it's the late summer nights 
out on the Hauptstrasse; the silent 
contemplative walks on the 
Philosophenweg; the exuberant 
graduation celebrations inside the 
Stadthalle; the insanity of the Alte 
Brucke on New Year's Eve; the view 
of the fireworks from the top of the 
Arches; and the carefree days 
along the sunny banks of the 
Neckar that truly give the city its 

enchanting personality. 
Even though American military 

members and their families may 
disappear from this place, the city of 
Heidelberg will always remain in our 
memories. That red castle on a clear 
summer day, underneath the azure 
sky and golden sun, on top of that 
lush green hill, and next to that dark 
blue river is bainted in the mind of 
any person who has ever called 
themself a Heidelberg Lion. 



What will you remember from Heidelberg? 

A young couple, Bailey Bramhall (10) and 
Jacob Anderson (10) rest on the edge of 
one of the two turrets that lie on the stairs 
which ascend to the Philosophenweg 
(Philosopher's Way). Overlooking the Old 
Bridge, the Castle, and the Neckar, the 
Philosopher's Way is a long steep trail that 
old German Philosophers are said to have 
traveled while lost in contemplation. 

Adrew Griffith (9) poses here inside the 
Bruckenaffe, or Bridge Monkey, a major 
attraction in the Altstadt (Old Town). The 
Monkey perches, mirror in hand, beside the 
tower of the Old Bridge. Tourists giggle at 
his appearance and place their heads 
inside the Monkey's. This Monkey is a 
modern remake by Gemot Rumpf of an 
older statue that was lost in Heidelberg's 
near destruction in 1689. 



his 
Closing after 66 years, 

Heidelberg High School is 
the last of the six DoDDS's 
schools opened in 1946. 
Originally including 
grades 7-12, grades 6-8 
were moved to 
Heidelberg Middle School 
at Patrick Henry Village in 
1976. Just last year, HHS 
took over the elementary 
building, now also at PHV. 

Principal Kevin Brewer 
said that before the 
current facility was built in 
1953, HHS was a part of 
down-town Heidelberg 
and included dormitories 
for boys and girls. 

School population was 

, Thetegend 
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once larger. Mireille 
Sidwell (11) explains, "It is 
much easier to walk in the 
hallways because there 
aren't as many students 
this year." Many teachers 
this year have two 
classrooms, and have as 
little as four students in 
some classes. 

Courses offered have 
changed. When the 
school first started, there 
were courses such as 
cosmetology and French 
is only offered online, 
along with a dozen other 
individualized classes. 

Emily Gourdine (career 
practicum)talked about 

the latest renovation. 
"The furniture was old, 
the walls were dark, 
and the bathrooms 
were also old. Since 
then, we've gotten new 
furniture, murals, and it's 
a more pleasant 
environment to work in 
because of the 
modification." 

Graduation 
requirements have 
increased for freshmen, 
who now need four 
math credits this year. 
HHS studentsalso 
received their own 
laptops for the school 
year. 

Some HHS students are 
publicly known. The 
German Formula Vee 
National Champion Tom 
Morstein-Marx, ABC news 
anchor Elizabeth Vargas 
and two NFL players, Ron 
George and Eric Zeier, all 
attended HHS. 

Principal Kevin Brewer 
said, "Since the building 
won't be used as 
Heidelberg High School 
anymore, it will go back to 
the Germans." 

What do you think of the closing? 

Kana Elder (9) expressed, "It is kind of 
depressing, but I hope to see everybody at a 
reunion or something." 

Vivienne Kountz (9) has a more positive view, "It 
makes this year special!" 

Jim Dilfer (Honors World History) shared, "I'm sad 
that Heidelberg High School is closing because 
I love everybody here, but I'm also excited to be 
going somewhere new, which may open new 
doors to a new culture." 



Life magazine featured Heidelberg High School, 21 July 1947. Article 
focused on Americans getting used to German customs, and the first 
ail-American class to grauate from Heidelberg High School. 
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The Fashion Club makes a bold 
statement with their gray scarves. 
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Football team at the last 
bonfire. 

Seniors on Toga Day. 

The lunch room usual 

Cheerleaders excited at 
the bonfire 



Building 
friendships, 

Involved, At one 
of our fun-filled pep 
rallies or downtown 
on the weekends. 
Lounging on the 
stairsteps in the 
morning or trying to 
cram every single 
friend at one table 
for lunch. 

Connected. 
Related. 
In sync. 
These routines 

made us who we 
are. We pass each 
other going from 

one period to the 
next, we 
recognized the 
laughs from our 
friends, we all know 
that one kid who 
texts during class. 

We walked 
through the 
hallways yelling, 
thinking we were 
whispering, telling 
secrets to our 
friends, and 
making plans for 
the weekend. 

These were 

things that set us 
apart from others. 
These were the 
things that bound 
us together as 
Lions. 

We leave no 
one out of this our 
last best year. 
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The beginning of 
Heidelberg High School is 
showcased in the July 
1947 edition of Life 
Magazine. 

( CARVING THEIR INITIALS on a huge 
wine vat in the cellar of ancient 
Heidelberg Schloss (castle) are students 
Jim Jamieson and Nancy Dierking. The 
vat, now empty, was used during the 
17th century, when the old castle was 
the center of Heidelberg society and the 
scene of the sumptuous banquets. It can 
reputedly hold more than 35,000 
gallons. 

^ GIRLS' DORMITORY is in a building located on the 
Schlossberg (castle mountain). To get to this room girls 
have to climb 128 steps from the street below. 

UO 

^ AFTERNOON DANCE is held by pupils on 
the terrace of Heidelberg castle, dominated 
by centuries-old tower. Castle was scene of 

the commencement. 



AT THE INN, scene of Sigmund Romberks "Student 
Prince," Touring Students clink glasses and sing. 
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A U.S. ARMY PATCHES on the 
jacket (left) make contrast with 

German coats of arms on Jessie 
Campbell s sweater. 

STUDENT CAPS (Studenten-
Miitzen) of old university clubs are 

worn by Nancy Zigler and 
Maybelle Davis. 

^MILKSHAKE provides an un-
German touch of home for Margaret 
Raymond, who wears a tiny German U 

saber. 
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American teenagers go to school 

in Germany's oldest university 
Old Heidelberg on the backs of the winding 

Neckar, with its air of Gemiitlichkeit apd its ancient 
university (1386). has always been irresistible to 
American visitors. Now Heidelberg is charming a 
new generation of Americans, the children of 
occupation personnel who atfend school in 
buildings of the university. Unlike their f \ 
predecessors, who were usually captiwdted by the 
Heidelberg brand of German-ism, these postwar 
visitors are having at least as much'effect on 
Heidelberg as Heidelberg has on them. 

Around the cobbled streets, wine cellars 
(opposite) and beer-stained inns now stream bobby-
soxers clad in jeans and shirttafre. Where head-
shaven students once fought saber duels, drank 
Pilsener and sang Rrambambuli and Gaudeamus, 
young Americans listen to juke boxes and drink 
milkshakes. But although they cling to American 
customs, many are trying out German clothing, 
especially the Tyrolean hats and the Bavarian 
leather pants called Lederhoseij (cover). Last week, 
however, they put these costumes aside to dress up 
for graduation, the first all-Amcrican 
commencement to be held on German soil. 



Beside our school, a short line of 37 
parking spots is reserved for student drivers. 
To claim one, you need a US Forces License 
and adminstration approval. American 
citizens must abide by German driving laws, 
including the leal driving age of seventeen, 
not sixteen as in the US. 

One student driver, Elizabeth Winchester 
(11), expressed, "It's so weird seeing that 
most teens can't drive here. Where I moved 
from I was one of the last people to get my 
license. Here I am one of the only student 
drivers." 

In Germany, a standard first-aid or 
emergency kit is mandatory, as is wearing a 
seat belt. Just because there isn't a parking 
meter, dont assume parking is free; keep 
your eyes open for a "parkschein" machine 
which disperses tickets based on how long 
you park. 

"I would not give up living in Heidelberg 
just so that I could be able to drive," stated 
Ashley Ellis (11). 

American teens here have other 
transportation options - afoot, bicycle, bus, 
straB, train... 

Located on the edge of the Odenwaid 
Forest is a perfect location for hiking. One 
well-known path is the "Philosphenwe," at 
the top of which are a Celtic Hill fort the 4th 

somewhere to 

century BC and a Nazi-era amphitheater, 
German laws make walking safer. 

Sidewalks must be swept in spring and snow 
and ice must be cleared in winter. You are 
responsible for your part of the publicly 
accessible walkways. 

Your bicycle must have a bell and lights 
on the front and the back. Bicycles follow the 
same rules as cars, though they sometimes 
have their own traffic signals. 

Downtown the straBenbahn, or just "straB," 
provides a cheap and easy to use way to 
get around. "The straB is so easy to use, and 
it's cheap," stated Ashley Asbury (12), "and 
even though I really want to drive, at least I 
don't have to pay for gas!" Tickets cost 1.20 
Euro. 

Students can also take the train. The "S 
Bahn" offers convenient longer trips. Public 
transit is so popular that a free 
DeutscheBahn APP includes buses, trams, 
trains, and even walking paths 

Living in Germany is its own experience 
that many wouldnt give up just to be able to 
drive. Most students plan on going to college 
in America, which provides the opportunity 
for taking your driver's test. Until then, living 
overseas, we have the straB, trains, and our 
parents to transport us around. 

1. Rolf Hendrickson rides his bicycle every 
day. 2. Eric Wegner and his motorcyle 3. 
The German 'Winterdiensf. or Winter-
service. that clears the roads or sidewalks 
during days when it snows. 4. Nikolas Rivera 
(12) gets ready to leave school in his car. 5. 
Schuyler Avery (11) on the StaGe. 

10 
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Secrets: Whether we like them or 
not, we all have them. For one month, 
secure and confidential box in the main 
lobby was a place where students were 
able to submit their secrets, 
anonymously. Afterwards, the box was 
opened, and the most interesting and 
creative notecards were kept. 

This is not the first time that Post 
Secret has appeared at HHS. Cindy 
Peterson, Art, Engl ish, and Ceramics 
Teacher, started a biweekly required 
submission from her students for a 
grade. "This was my student teacher's 
idea, and together we decided that it 
was a good way to get to know our 
students. It turned into an amazing 
project." 

Peterson's students share the same 
opinion. "It has enabled me to be more 
open about my secrets, knowing they 
are all anonymous," stated Larla 
Halsey (11), "and by the way, the 
other students' secrets are interesting 
and eye-opening." 

Besides the 12 postcards that 
admitted, "It was the Butler," and the 
half box of crackers, overall, Post 
Secret was a success. 

PostSecret b on ongoing community art project, 
sponsored by the HHS Yearbook, in which students 
turn in their secrets anonymously on a homemade 
postcard. Select secrets are then posted in the Hei

delberg High School 2013 Yearbook. 

Steps: 
Take a f 
Tel your secret ANONYMOUSLY 
Return the postcard to the provided SECURE bones. 

Tips; 
Be brie I-the lewer words used the better-
Be legible-use big. dear and bold lettering. 
Be creative -let the postcard be your convas. 

Every time I 

TOMS 
i setrfHy wi'JVi 

ihe donated paiv "to 

Africa. CMni to rv\e 

LAUGH 

what's your 

tete w 
K£(M, so ub Ml tww he 

AeWfJ. 
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1 Seniors Kara Luciano, Cameron Meeker and Aneli Whitford at the bonfire. 2 Juniors Shanice Harmon and Courtney Morgan. 3 The crowd going crazy for the rock-band, 
Edison. 4 Rock-band Edison. 5 The Bonfire before it was set on fire. M 

Last HHS Homecoming is 
one to remember. 

Final Homecoming was one to 
remember. With the traditional Spirit Week 
participation, the Pep Rally, the 
Homecoming games and dance, the 
students of Heidelberg will always treasure 
that weekend. The Pep Rally was held in the 
during seminar, where several games-
Musical Chairs, Make Up the Boys, and 
Scooter Races- were played and the 
cheerleaders performed. In previous years, 
the Bonfire was held in the high school 
parking lot, but it was moved to Patrick 
Henry Village library parking lotto 
encourage community participation. The 
rock band Edison also played at the bonfire. 
Each fall team sport was introduced on 
stage, where they performed their own 
motivational chant. 

On Saturday October 6th, each sport 
participated in Homecoming games. 
Afterward, students atfented the last 
Homecoming Dance. 

1 Sophomores 
Shayne Benson 
and Courtney 
Mason. 
2 Senior Bryce 
Jackson and 
Leslie Hogue. 3 
2012 Golf team 
waving to the 
crowd. 

Seniors Celina Frye and Anna Miller pepped 
up each class at the pep rally. 

Musical Chairs was just one of the 
competitive games played between 
classes. 

1 Seniors, Julie Stehling,Sophie Gorshenin, Kerstin Brooks, Kailee Mullen, pose and get autographs from Edison band member. 
2 The Blazing bonfire as if finally catches on fire. 3 Students waiting for the fire to burn 4 Junior Daniel White and sophomore Will Miller showing off their school spirit. 
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4 Sophomore Homecoming Prince and Princess Nick 
Lepore and Isabell Murray. 
5 Freshmen Homecoming Prince and Princess Zach 
Parsons and Sophia Bishop. 
6 HHS faculty letting go of the Senior King and 
Queen Balloons, which let the crowd know who won. 

1 The Homecoming Royalty poses for a group photo 
along with the other senior candidates. 
2 Senior Homecoming King and Queen. Marcus 
Jackson and Emma Roberts, 
3 Junior Homecoming Prince and Princess, Raul 
Ramirez and Basia Anderson. 

1 Sophomore 
class standing for 
the national 
anthem. 
2 Lion Mascot, 
senior Sean Salas. 
3 Varsity 
Cheerleaders 
perform an 
outstanding 
routine. 

1 Junior Aimee Plante and Senior Anthony Whitfield. 2 Juniors Courtney Webb and Justin Rodney 3 Junior Je'la Owens. 4 Seniors pose on the Heidelberg Bridge 
before attending the Homecoming dance. 

we've. 
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1 Brothers Gabriel and Carlos 

Quinones on Twin Day. 

2 Best friends Courtney Webb and 

Lisa Weeks on Twin Day. 

3 Sophomores Rachel Wilson and 

Samantha Hemmerling-Shoaf 

couldn't look any more similar. 

4 Football buddies Raul Ramirez. 

Nick Chance. Reshawn Wells and 

Daniel White dress up in black shirts 

and khaki shorts for Twin Day. 

5 Halliah Tolbert and Rashida 

Peters sport matching Germany T-

shirts and blue bows. 

6 Couple Isabell Murray and Nick 

Lapoer dress up in matching flannel 

shirts and Adidas slides (not 

pictured) for Tuesday's theme. 

1 Sisters Mariah Garner and Kierra 

Carr, along with Marcus Jackson show 

their inner super-hero. 

2 Best friends Kathryn Schiele and 

Sarah Hart dress up as a pirate and a 

character from the show Psych. 

3 Senior Hannah Mayfield dressed up 

for character day. 

4 Sophomores Dionne Young, Stan-

Sanders, and Lashae Daniels dress up 

as nerds to show their school spirit. 

5 Best friends Sophie Gorshenin and 

Kerstin Brooks as Mario Luigi for 

Character Day. 

6 Seniors dressed up as various story 

book characters for this spirit day. 

14 



HHS Students 
participate in 

activities throughout 
the week. 

1 Renee Duvall, Elizabeth Aired. Bree Bronell. Rina Ferreras, 

and Mishell Rodriguez dress up in crazy outfits for this theme 

day. 

2 Freshmen Gabbi Brown and Tiffany Hawkins show off their 

wacky tacky style. 

3 Juniors Lauren Lapping and Shanice Harmon dress crazy for 

Wacky Tacky Day. 

4 Hairspray pals Cameron Meeker and Basia Anderson flaunt 

their tacky clothing. 

5 Judi Bortier and Kiara Chatfield show off their sassy outfits! 

6 Rachel Ryktarsyk and Will Nollert on wacky tacky day. 

Decorated Hallways 
Pictured to the left are 

some of the decorated 

halls for spirit week. The 

freshmen hallway's theme 

was 50's, sophomores 

were 90's theme, juniors 

70's theme, and seniors 

were Roman. 



Kylee Miller (12) and Jacon 
Parsons (12) 

Leslie Hogue 

Celina Frye (12) 

Gabriel Lowe (10) and Aaliyah 
Summerlin (11) 

Amiera Agamy (12) and 
Dominic Echevarria (12) 

Assistant Principal Connie Turner 

Teacher Roger 
Jackson 

Rachel Bell 
(12) 

Sara Hansen (11) 



Recognizing 
faces. 

Variety. This is 
"he key word to the 
Jons. What is it? It is 
nixture of different 
'aces, ethnicities, 
2nd personalities 
all melted together 
o form our student 
uody. 

We see all kinds 
Df faces at school, 
Deople interacting 
A/ith each other, 
uoth similar and 
different, learning 
2nd sharing. 

This year, 

judgement was put 
aside for something 
better. 

Friendship. 
Comraderie. 
Misconceptions 

broken. 
All of these 

words rang true to 
students, faculty, 
and staff. 

While others 
may judge and be 
judged, based on 
color, religion, 
gender, income, 
and appearance, 

Lions put aside 
differences to 
become a unified 
pride, filled with 
color and richness 
unique to our 
school. 

We are all proud 
to be Lions in this 
our last best year. 

17 



Seniors Hannah Mayfield 
& Tyler Holderby 

Style. What's your 
definition? Whether it means 
showing up to school in a t-
shirt and sweats, or matching 
your belt to your wrist watch, 
we each have our own 
personal meaning for the 
word. Heidelberg High 
School's hallways are filled 
with nothing but the best. 
Both students and teachers 
from HHS have been known 
to shop at stores such as 
H&M, Abercrombie and 
American Eagle, just to name 
a few. No matter where you 
shop, HHS students seem not 
only to dress for success, but 
also to impress. 

Seniors Alexa Tavarez Seniors Cameron Meeker 
& Bryce Jackson & Kara Luciano 

An 
Not only do the students of Heidelberg High 

School go to class.. 

We have it. 

Juniors Conor Mitchum Juniors Samantha Markowski 
& Judi Bonier & Benjamin Little 



Ceramics/Junior English teacher 
Cindy Peterson 

Sophomores Aaron Dunson 
& Rachel Wilson 

Sophomores Nick Lepore 
& Diana Meyers 

Q:What motivates you to pick 
out the clothes that you do 
every morning? 

A: "I like to separate myself 
from the crowds of people at 
school, but more importantly, 
when I am well-dressed, I am 
more confident."-

-Hannah Mayfield (12) 

Q:What makes your style 
different from everybody 
else's? 

A: "My clothes match me as a 
person. If I feel like dancing, 
my clothes will somehow 
reflect that."-

-Bryce Jackson (12) 
Freshmen Briton Rott 

& Rachel Braun 
Freshmen Summer Warren 

& Christian Albelo 

"Fashion changes, but Style endures." 
-Coco Chanel 



FcicuWti S- Staff 

Diane 
Abeyta 

Speech Pathologist 

Edna 
Bates 

Guidance Counselor 

William 
Christie 

Math/Science 

James 
Dilfer 
History 

Jackie 
Aguiar 

Math 

Matt 
Allison 

ET 

Lynn 
Anderson 

Professional Tech. 

Glenna 
Andrew 

SMS Clerk 

Eugene 
Baker 

IT 

Albert 
Bernasconi 

SPED 

Jayne 
Bingham 

Psych/History 

Sharon 
Brady 
Math 

Kevin 
Brewer 
Principal 

Natalie 
Brown 
English cx m BMP cl 

NT 
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Kaye 
Clemens 
SPED Aid 

Holly 
Cook 
English 

Larry 
Daffin 
Math 

Ana Liza 
Day 

Science 

Marie-Anne 
Delacroix 

Foreign Language 

/: 
/ 

fp 
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Sandra 
Effinger 

Publications/History 

Michael 
Fleetwood 

JROTC 

Randy 
Frye 

Resource Manager 

Sharon 
Goodman 

1 to 1 Initiative 

Emily 
Gourdine 
Career Prac. 
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Rolf 
Hendrickson 

Video Communications 

Jon 
Hodge 
Music 

Leslie 
Hogue 

Office Automation 

12 Days ol Christmas in Heidelberg 
Original song modUled by Mlchele JacKson, Lynn M altingiy and Roger Jackson 

12 - Times 12 excess letters 
11 - nips to recycling 
10 - Housing appointments 
9 - Dreams of schnitzel 
8 - nips to Vetter's 
7 - Euro back on your deposit 
6 - Cups of gluwein 
5 - Shots of schnappes 
4 - Photos on the old bridge 
3 - Hikes to the castle 
2 - Fingers crossed 

And a transfer to Kor-eee-ahhhhhhh! 

Parody of "The twelve days of Christmas," written by Lynn Mattingly, 
Roger Jackson, and Michele jackson, was perfomred by terachers at the 
Christma party held at the Crowne Plaza Hotel. 

Faye 
MacMahon 

English 

Amy 
Mathews-Soto 

Math 

Lynn 
Mattingly 

Guidance Counselor 

2 1  



F«c«ftti Staff 

James 
McCauley 
Auto Tech 

Linda 
Miller 

Secretary 

Jon 
Mittenzwey 

Science 

Kara 
Mittenzwey 

SPED 

John 
Ochoa 
History 

Deborah 
Osborne 

Foreign Language 

Kathryn 
Penrod 

Office Automation 

Cindy 
Peterson 
Art/English 

Heather 
Pope 

Information Spec. 

Ruth Heather Patricia 
Ramos Robertson Schlachter 
SPED Aid Foreign Language/ESL History 

Ray 
Smola 
Science 

Viktoria 
Sparks-Forrester 
Computer Science 

Patricia 
Sperry 
English 

Alma 
Tavarez 
Registrar 

Tttfee a jstavtd aqaiwst bufftfiuq 
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HHS has a no-tolerance 
bullying policy We also have 
"The blue pinky swear," a 
campaign that invites all to get 
their pinky fingers painted blue 
on Manicure Mondays in the 
lunchroom. A blue pinky finger 
signifies a pinky promise not to 
engage in bullying, not even as a 
bystander while bullying is 
unfolding. Blue pinkies have 
become fashionable statements of 
belief. 

Our front hall is papered with 
No Bullying Pledges signed by 

students, parents, and teachers 
who have taken a stand against 
bullying. 

During October, anti-bullying 
month for all of DoDEA, 
morning announcements focused 
on explaining different forms of 
bullying, offering strategies to 
stop the bullying, and scenarios 
for class discussion. Even are 
planners were part of the 
program! 

Greater access to the internet 
and individual laptops have also 
increased our awareness of cyber 

bullying. "I think cyber bullying 
is one of the worst forms because 
everyone can see it and people 
say th ings they normally 
wouldn't say in person." 

Senior Courtney Ardy thinks 
more should be done. "Anyone 
can sign a paper and get their 
nail painted blue and say the 
won't bully , but it's another 
thing to actually not bully 
people." 

We are putting our best paw 
forward to fix bullying! 



First name Last name and 
something that the person is 
doing. 

Janice Connie 
Templeton Turner 

Guidance Counselor Assitant Principal 

Sandra Eric 
Walker Wegner 

Art Foreign Language 

Jeffrey Dayna 
White Wiederich 
Math SPED 

Alice Thomas 
Wilson Zonfrillo 

English/History Math 



iivite/wiew with Le Gvt&tne 

Johan earlier this year, 
sporting his new 
piercings and 
protecting Cooks' 
room. 

The gnome, Johan, outside 
Holly Cook's room has 
witnessed more in the 
Heidelberg Hallways than any 
student. 

Johan: I was born in 
Heidelberg on February 19th, 
1953. Many students assume 
that arrived with Frau Cook, but 
I have been here almost as long 
as the High School itself. I hid in 
the attic, abandoned from years 
earlier. 

One day I wandered out of 

the attic, and got lost in the 
school. I was locked in a room, 
and began to panic. The next 
day Frau Cook walked into the 
room and rescued me. I 
promised her that I would serve 
as her watchful guardian from 
then on. 

Last year, I u nexpectedly 
became a_famous icon here in 
Heidelberg when Wylder Raney 
asked me to play the role of 
gnome in a Video Comm movie. 
I was able to work with the great 
Dariush Tehranfar on the movie 

Le Gnome. My popularity 
soared after the movie. 

My look has changed over 
the years. 1 used to wear very 
modest attire, but now I have 
nose piercings. There was 
public pressure to update my 
look. 

I have always felt honored to 
call myself a Heidelberg Lion, 
and am going to miss all of you. 
Make sure to come over and say 
goodbye to both Frau Cook and 
me before you leave. 

Mickayla Adams 
Riley Adams 

Da'Karei Adkins 
Christian Albelo 
Houston Barnes 

Robert Beidleman 
Alexis Bennett 
Sophia Bishop 

Christopher Blanding 
Victor Boney 

Tristan Bourdon 
Rachel Braun 

Gabriella Brown 
Alexander Burke 
Vincent Charest 

Ian Colbert 
Alexander Coles 

Delaney Cook 
Katrina Crosby 

D'Andre Daniels 
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Da'Quon Darde 
Estefania Dempsey 

Bueno 
Theresa Discavage 
Raevin Dunson 

Kana Elder 
Marcello Esposti 
Griffin Fletcher 
Rebekah Gentz 

William Glazier 
Raphael 

Gomezblazquez 
Andrew Griffin 
Natasha Hare 

Sterling Harris 
Sarah Hart 
Jackson Hartless 
Tiffany Hawkins 

Michael Hendrix 
Jomico Hernandez 
Justyna Hinz 
Adam Horsley 

Rachel Hoyt 
Jared Hughes 
Morgan Jambor 
Emily Johnson 

Johan keeps company 
with Holly Cook. 
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Jenifer Nelson 
Naomie Nichols 

Summer Warren creates 
posters for the players to 
run through at games. 

raii/W 

Ryan Johnson 
Joseph Jones 

Ashley Kaminski 
Olek Kolodziejski 

Vivienne Kountz 
Tim Lawrence 
Cody Lindsay 

Madeline Lister 

Nathanael Martin 
Tatiana Massa 
Walter Mattil 

Martainn Matusewicz 

Samantha McCabe 
Kyahir Mcintosh 

Christopher Miller 
Alliyah Morehead 



Zachary Parsons 
Lincoln Peterson 
Marcell Pickard 
Damon Pugin 
Allyson Raney 

Shayne Rich 
Aaron Richardson 
Danielle Roberts 
John Roberts 
Crisheena Rolack 

Martin Rosenfeld 
Briton Rott 
Larrisa Sampayan 
Imani Sanchez 
Christa Schulz 

Phillip Saunders 
Aiden Scruggs 
Thomas Seage 
Paola Seger-Torres 
Mackenzie Sewell 

Roshan Singleton 
Noah Smith 
Uriah Soliz 
Alexander Sperber 
Destiny Standrid 

Ralph Stratman 
Anna Sweet 
De'Keifh Thomas 
Savannah Tudlong 
Summer Warren 



Joshua Belcher 
Shayne Benson 
Rachel Beville 

Hunter Bourdon 

Bailey Brumhall 
Makayla Brooks 

Fiona Bryant 
Sven Carmona 

Austin Chapman 
Christina Cheser 

Joanna Cole 
Timothy Cuthbert 

Right: Jacob Anderson 
gives a thumbs up. 
Below: Brandon Grover 
listening to his music. 

Alfred Freed sits on top of 
Houston Barnes' shoulders at the 
Homecoming Bonfire. 

Rachel Beville takes a 
break from her work to 
smile for the camera. 

Jacob Anderson 
Matthew Aston 

Tracy Barnett 
Houston Barnes 



Lashae Daniels 
Javier Doward 
Balthazar Drozdowski 
Aaron Dunson 
Haley Dycus 

Marcel Eberl 
Collin Ellis 
Rolando Ferreras 
Moses Foster 
Alfred Freed 

Marvin Galloway 
Aaron Gauff 
Gandalph Geiger 
Tara Gentz 
Sarah Gottardi 

Jacob Gouge 
Brandon Grover 
Kyle Guthrie 
Matthew Hall 
Wayne Harris 

Morgan Helton 
Samatha Hemmerling 
Cory Holman 
Lillian Hoover 
Julienne Howard 

Kayla Hullett 
Anna Hulteen 
Mackenzie Istook 
Derek Johnson 
Daniela Jugueta 
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Payton Kay 
Noah Kiakona 

Anah Lamb 
Jalen Lambertus 

Nicholaus Lepore 

Marissa Mackson 
Kelly Martin 

Courtney Mason 
Gabriella McCulloch 

Bryana McKinney 

Joshua Mcmillen 
Andrew McVeigh 

Jordan Miller 
William Miller 
Brittney Millet 

Donta Morris 
Sean Morrow 

Hanna Mowes 
Isabell Murray 

Yujin Myers 

Marcell Myles 
Noah Nichols 

Fabrice Niland 
Sophie Nocera 

William Nollert 

Philipp Paller 
Maximilian Petrunyak 

Stefan Pfister 
Cheyenne Proctor 
Jasmin Przysucha 
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Below: Aaron Dunson looks stylish 
on the day of midterms. 

Above: Marcel Eberl and 
Jalen Lambertus find a 
place to eat lunch. 

Julian Ramirez 
Marissa Rodriguez 
Crishauna Rolack 
Rachel Rytarsyk 
Starr Sanders 

Kathryn Schiele 
Nicolas Steinacker 
Hanna Struve 
Adellah Summerlin 
Sara Tillet 

Torin Washington 
Briana Wells 
Terrance West 
Lucas Wheatcroft 
Micah Williams 

Rachael Wilson 
Alexandria Wolfert 
Ugonna Wosu 
Ty Wroblewski 
Dionne Young 
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Left: Dionne Young, Stan-
Sanders, and Lashae Daniels 
during spirit week. Above: Haley 
Dycus and Jordan Miller in Jayne 
Bingham's class. 



1 
s s 

Bryant Allred 
Basia Anderson 
Kimberly Asbury 

Schuyler Avery 

Nicole Balmforth 

Tavonna Bell 
Ian Bernasconi 

Morgan Billmaier 

Xavier Blankchaffin 
Judith Bortier 

Sarah Callery 

Dustin Campell 

Bjorn Carmona 

Kierra Carr 

Nicholas Chance 
Angel Cruz 

Awttnccm Hi/ifo/ii/: A Juwmn Thivtq 
United States History — for 

most, it is the bane of Junior 
Year. Popular opinion often 
labels it as a fun-sucking vortex, 
composed of old trade treaties, 
peace treaties, war treaties, land 
treaties, multi-lateral treaties, 
bilateral treaties...and dates, upon 
dates, upon dates of deaths, 
births, revolutions, wars, 
discoveries, and conflicts. 

According to Patricia 
Schlacter, however, US History is 
important, and not just because it 
is required for graduation. In 

addition to preparing students for 
college workloads, Schlacter says 
that US History helps students 
practice responsibility and 
punctuality. Even more 
importantly, US History helps 
students recognize that events 
that have occurred in the past 
have had a significant direct 
impact on their lives. 

Michaela Steil, a current 
student in the AP US History 
class, says that she has learned to 
think inquisitively since she has 
learned that America's past isn't 

always as black and white as 
often illustrated in the history 
books. 

Mathis Ali, a senior who took 
the class last year, says that the 
note-taking and extensive reading 
in the class really made this 
year's workload seem not so bad. 

Overall, US History may be 
one of the most important, since, 
after all, American History 
defines us. 



Ashley Ellis 

Jalisa Gibson 
Charlie Gravlin 

Michael Grimmet 

Larla Halsey 

Yirrah Hamilton 

Sara Hansen 

Shanice Harmon 

Wintress Harris 

Cynthia Hawkins 

Katelyn Heatherly 

Tyler Hockensmith 

Margaret Hogie 

Jerrica Howard 

Camry Hunt 

Damien Jambor 

Marcella Jugueta 

Austin Kelly 

Mallory Lacy 

Lauren Lapping 

Justin Lindsay 
Bejamin Little 

Renate Lorentzen 

Samantha Markowski 

A'Lexus May-Sanchez 
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m/iA Elizabeth Winchester sorts 
papers. 

Renate Lorentzen,Mireille 
Sidwell, Michaela Steil and 
Elizabeth Winchester at the 

Homecoming Dance. 

tivim ,r  
Kimberly Asbury smiles 
because she enjoys school. 

Grady Mayfield 

Emma McCabe 

Conor Mitchum 

Janell Morre 

Kyle Moore 

Courtney Morgan 

Joshua Mullen 

Jared Nelson 

Erin Ott 

Je'La Owens 

OmarPenn 

Maxine Pez 
Aimee Plante 

Frederico Polelli 

Gabriel Quinones 

Raul Ramirez 
Haley Richardson 

Akylkah Robinson 

Kayla Robinson 

Justin Rodney 
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Larla Halsey gets nervous 
right before an AP 
Psychology test. 

Courtney Morgan 
enjoys cheerleadin; 

Conor Mitchum smiling 
during class. 

Laul Ramirez loves 
potball. Aimee Plante reads a book. 

Morgan Romine 

Michelle Rubes 

Mary Rykstark 

Lynsey Sain 

Caleb Sewell 

Mireille Sidwell 

Michaela Steli 

Aaliyah Summerlin 

Olivia Tedesco 

Kathryn Tehranfar 

Sarah Tomas 
Rizelle Tubal 

KateTurluck 

Justin Vatcher 

Shannon Walker 

Courtney Webb 

Reshawn Wells 
Daniel White 

Elizabeth Winchester 

Joshua Yarborough 
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"Do not follow where the 

path may lead. Go, 

instead, where there is no 

path and leave a trail." 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Samantha Adams 

"Clouds can't move without wind. Life 

can't move without love." 
-Unknown 



lAmiera Agamy 

'hen I'm 
ispired, I get 

ixcited because I 

;antwait to see 

what I'll come up 

with next." 
-Dolly Parton 

Ashley Asbury 
"You never know what life is like, until you have lived it." 

-Marilyn Monroe 

-Austin Carlile 

Courtney Ardy 
'Wake up and create a purpose for 
yourself. Don't ask the meaning of life, ask 
yourself the meaning of each given day." 





"Let us dance in the sun, wearing wild 
flowers in our hair..." -Susan PollsSchutz 

Andre Brown 

"Never put a sock 
in a toaster." 

-Eddie Izzard 

"We were born with wings. 

We were made to fly. 
We were meant to live 

While we're still alive." 
-Superchick 

Kiara Bereiter 



"No matter where life takes me, find me with a smile." -Mac Miller 

Jason Caldwell 

"For last year's words belong to last year's 
language, and next year's words await another 

voice. And to make an end is to make a beginning." 
—T.S. Eliot 

"What lies behind us and what lies 
ahead of us are tiny matters 
compared to what lies within us." 

-Henry Dnviri Thoreau 

"Those will be the best 

memories, the times we 
had, the good and the bad." 

-Anonymous 



Kastilia Burrell 

1 used to live in a room full of mirrors; all I could see was me. 
take my spirit and I crash my mirrors, now the whole world 

is here for me to see." -Jimi Hendrix 

Elizabeth Charest 
"It's not our abilities that make us who we 

are; it's our choices." - Albu Dumbledore 



"In my past I've been to some bad schools, but since I've 
arrived at Heidelberg everyone has given me love." 

42 - -Andy Rosario 

Jachole Cooper 
"Be confident. 
Too many days 
are wasted 
comparing 
ourselves to 
others and 
wishing to be 
something we 
aren't. 
Everybody has 
their own 
strengths and 
weaknesses, 
and it is only 
when you 
accept 
everything you 
are - and 
aren't - that 
you will truly 
succeed." 

-Unknown 

Matthew DeLaRosa 
"My hope is to leave the world a bit better 
than when I got here." -Jim Henson 



Cedric Davis 

"A hero can 
be anyone, 
even a man 
doing 
something as 
simple and 
reassuring as 
putting a coat 
around a little 
boy's 
shoulders to 
let him know 
that the world 
hasn't ended." 

-Batman 

"Live forever then you 
never feel the need to 
die" -Mac Miller 



"You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have 
to play better than anyone else." -Albert Einstein i 

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things 
that you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the 

bowlines. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Dream. Discover. 

Explore." -Mark Twain 

"I'm sick of not 
having the courage 

to be an absolute 
nobody." -J.D. Salinger 

Renee Duvall 

Romina Fears 

"Tutte le verita sono facili da capire una 

volta che vengono scoperti, il punto e 

quello di scopire." -Galileo 
All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered, 
the point is to discover. 
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Mike Eberl 

"All your dreams can come true, if you 
have the courage to pursue them." 

-Walt Disney 

Dominic Echevarria 
"Today was good. Today was fun. Tomorrow is 
another one." -Dr. Seuss 

Celina Frye 

"Remember who you are, and who you want to be." "Watch a sunrise at least once a day." 
-Anonymous -Phil Dunphy ^ 
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Kajsa Fuhriman 
"Hufflepuffs are 

particularly good 
finders." 

-Anonymous 

v„. •; 

"It's how you deal 
with failure that 

determines how you 

achieve success." 
-David Feherty 

"If you don't know where you are going, any 

road will get you there." 
-George Harrison 



: "We do have a lot in common. The same 

Earth, the same sky. Maybe if we started 

looking at what's the same instead of what's 
different...well, who knows." 

-Meowth 

"This is our decision to live fast and die young. We've got the vision, 
now let's have some fun." -MGMT 



Kathleen Hansen 

Diana Hicks 
"Tomorrow is a 
mystery, yesterday is a 

history, and today is a 

gift. That's why it's 

called the present." 

-Unknown 

"The greatest 

dreams that I have 

are when I'm wide 

awake." 
-Kevin Durant 

Alexander Hinz 

"Hope—Hope in the face of difficulty. Hope 

in the face of uncertainty. The audacity of 

hope! In the end, that is God's greatest gift 

to us.... A belief in things not seen. A belief 
that there are better days ahead." 

-Barack Obama 



I Rachel Hart "I laughed, I cried, it moved me, _ 

Bob." -Larry the cucumber KO^jlVlO HOUdOCSOU 

"I'll leap before I look, because it'll be a leap of faith. I'd 

rather be sorry than safe." -Anonymous 
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Ryan Hoyt 
"Always do what you're 

afraid to do." 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Would I rather be feared or loved? 
Easy,both. I want people to be afraid of 
how much they love me." 

-Michael Scott 



Caleb Hughes 

"When somebody 
says 'Never say 

never' you should 

Rick Roll them. 

Show them that 

Love is a good 

reason to start 
saying 'Never' if 

you truly mean if." 
-Anonymous 

Joshua John 

"In order to suceed, your desire for 

success should be greater than your 
fear of failure." -Bill Cosby 



"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door." 
-Milton Berie 

Marissa Juarez 
"When cooking, you 

know it's done when 

it's burned...that also 

lets you know it 

doesn't have 
salmonella." 
-Hannah Hart 



"Be yourself; 

everyone else is 
already taken." 

-Oscar Wilde 

"I believe that 

everything happens 

for a reason. People 
change so that you 

can learn to let go, 
things go wrong so 

that you appreciate 
them when they're 

right, you believe lies 

so you eventually 
learn to trust no one 

but yourself, and 
sometimes good 

things tall apart so 

better things can fall 
together." 
-Marilyn Monroe 

Jack Kolodziejski 

Layna Lowe 

"People who are crazy enough to think 
they can change the world, are the ones 

who do." 
-Apple Computers 

Jakeel Leggins 

"Life is 10% 

what happens to 

us and 90% how 

we react to it." 
-Dennis P. Kimbro 



(The purpose of human life, no matter who is 

Controlling it, is to love whoever is around to be 

Dved." -KurtVonnegut 

Sarah Lancaster 

"There is nowhere to go but everywhere, so 

just keep on rolling under the stars. 
-Jack Kerouac 



Aolani Martin-Gross 

"Unless someone like you, caves a whole 

awful lot, nothing is going to get better, it's not." 
-Dr. Seuss 

"We love a 

rose because 
we know it 

will soon be 

gone; who 
ever loved a 

stone?" 
-Rod Serling 

Kylee Miller 

"Give all your worries and 

cares to God, for he cares 
about you." 

-1 Peter 5:7 



(Emilee McGann 
• "You get to 
1 consciously decide 

what has meaning 
and what doesn't. 
You get to decide 

i what to worship." 
-David Foster Wallace 

Cameron Meeker 

"It is better to conquer yourself than to 
win a thousand battles. Then the victory 
is yours. It cannot be taken from you, not 
by angels or by demons, heaven or hell." 

-Buddha 

"Time you enjoy 
wasting, was not 
wasted." 

-John Lennon 

"In order to succeed, your desire for success should be 
greater than your fear of failure." -Bill Cosby 



"Non Omnis 
moriar." 

-Anonymous 

Sean Murray 

"How would I describe myself? Three 
words: hard-working, alpha male, 

jackhammermercilessinsatiable." 
-DwightSchrute 



"You only live once, 

but if you do it 
right, one is all you 

need." 
-Mae West 

Jacob Parsons 

"I don't know how to put this, but I'm 

kind of a big deal." 
-Ron Burgundy 

Benjamin Przysucha 

"Die trying." 
-Tommy 
Sandoval 



"So it goes." 
-KurtVonnegut 
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"The task ahead 
of you is never 

greater than the 

strength within 

you." -Anonymous 

Carlos Quinones 

Jose Rodriguez 
Trinidad 

Mishell Rodriguez 



Emma Roberts 

"II n'y a qu' un Bonheur dans la vie, c'est d'aimeret d'tre aime."* 
-George Sand 

'Translation: "There is only one happiness in life, to love and be loved." 



Gavin Schrock 

"There is no 
try. You do, or 

you do not." 
-Yoda 

Every day is a good day." 
-Aziz 

Emmanuel Soliz 
"How few there are 
who have courage to 

own their own faults, or 
resolution enough to 

mind them!" 

-Benjamin Franklin 

"It is notour 
abilities that 
show we 
truly are. It is 
our choices." 

-Dumbledore 



; "i see now that the 
I circumstances of one's 

' birth are irrelevant; it is 
! what you do with the gift 

of life that determines 

who you are." 
-Mewtwo 

Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own 
[1 understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will 

wake your paths straight." 
-Proverbs 3:5-6 (NIV 

Noah Sharpley 

"I had a lot of growing up to do. A lot 

of times, I learned the hard way." 
-Allen Iverson 

Julie-Melinda Stehling 

I have never seen a man lost 

who walked on a straight 

path. 
-Saadi of Shiraz 



"To live a creative life, we must 

lose our fear of being wrong." 
-Joseph Chilton Pearce 
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"When I think back on all the stuff I 

learned in high school, it's a wonder I 

can think at all." 
-Paul Simon 

Alexa Tavarez 

Camden Stokes "Realize deeply, that the 

present moment is all 

you ever have." 
-EcKhart Tolle 

Melanie Theodore 

"We gain strength, and courage, and 

confidence by each experience in which we 

really stop to look fear in the face... we must 
do that which we think we cannot." 

-Eleanor Roosevelt 



"Soccer isn't something that you can take; if s a feeling, a 
passion, a lifestyle. If you don't live, eat, sleep, and breathe 

soccer, then you are not a true soccer player, you just wear 

the jersey." 
-Unknown 



Alexa Tielking 

"Dream as 
if you'll live 

forever. Live 

as if you'll 

die today." 
-James Dean 

"Be strong and of a good courage; 

be not afraid, neither be thou 

dismayed: for the Lord thy God is 

with thee whithersoever thou goest." 
-Joshua 1:9 

"You must learn a 
new way to think 

before you can 

master a new way 

to be." -Anonymous 

Aneli Whitford Anthony Whitfield 

"The ink of a scholar is 
worth a thousand times 

more than the blood of a 
martyr." 

-Lupe Fiasco 



Devyn Tucker 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single Progress comes only from what struggles 

moment before starting to improve the world." us'so hold hote hock w'^ h°th arms anc' 
-Anne Frank juggle love. -LOS 

h "A lesson without pain is meaningless, because gaining 

d anything worthwhile requires sacrifice. But if you can 
f overcome the pain and achieve your goal, you can achieve a 

| fullmetal heart, and that's irreplaceable." 
-Edward Elric, Fullmetal Alchemist 

Three Graduate at Mid-Term 

On January 25, Mike Eberl, Josephine 
Steinacker- Olsztyn, and Brittany Fisk 
graduated at mid-term, after completing 
all graduation requirements at the end of 
first semester. Their ceremony took place 
in Principal Brewer's office, attended by 
parents, counselors, and some teachers. 
A program and refreshments were 
provided by Senior Counselor Lynn 
Mattingly. 



"The journey of a 
thousand miles 
begins with one 
step." 

-LaoTzu 
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"Live for today, plan for tomorrow, 
party tonight." -Drake 

"Be who you are and say what you feel, 
because those who mind don't matter and 
those who matter don't mind." 

- Dr. Seuss 

Amanda Horsley 

"Be impeccable with your word. Don't take anything 
personally. Don't make assumptions. Always do your best." 

—Anonymous 



Vleryll Hernandez 

(On the field, anyone will taste humiliation once or twice 

vhile playing. A player that never suffered from it doesn't 

ixist. But the first class players, as a tribute to all their efforts, 

vill quickly stand up. The average player will stand up after a 

vhile. And the losers, will keep lying on the ground." 
-Darrell Royal's Letter 

Juniors graduating early? 
What's with that? 

This year's seniors will be the last class to 

graduate from Heidelberg High School, and 

several Juniors wanted to be part of this last 
class. 

In order to graduate a year earlier than 
scheduled, these juniors not only had to meet 

the same requirements as the scheduled 

seniors, but they also had to submit a 

proposal to Principal Kevin Brewer, outlining 

how they would accomplish that goal. 

Each of the early graduates had to take 

extra course online over the summer. All chose 
to take their Junior English course online and 

are taking Senior English on site at HHS, along 
with all the other Seniors. 

It takes a lot of hard work to graduate early, 
but these juniors prove that it can be done. 
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a_a—• I > I Ryan Hoyt and Emma Roberts 

Most Likely to Be Famous Most Adventurous 



Most Attractive Most Out' 

Vincent Harrington and Anna Miller 

Most School-spirited 

Wylder Raney and Celina Fiye 

Most Artistically Talented 

ose Rodriquez Trinidad and Koitlvn Worshom/Katie Hansen 



Most Musically Talented 



Marcus Jackson and Rachel Hart Trevor Carr and Alexa Tavarez 

Best All Around Best Sense of Humor 

Cameron Meeker and Sophie Gorshenin Bobbv Thomas and Sarah Lancaster 



Jennifer Bumgcirdnor, Megan Mullen, Sarah Lancaster, Layna 
Lowe, Celina Fry©, Anna Miller, and Alexa Tcivaroz 

Nate Discavage, Alison Adkins. 
Rachel Hart, Gina Henderson 

LAST CLASS )) 
AP Literature class 

Jack Kolodziejski surrounded by 
Melanie Theodore, Sophie 
Gorshenin, Kerstin Brooks, Anneli 
Whitford, Kailee Mullen 

Principal Kevin Brewer 
showing otf his toga. 

Senior Class cheering on their 
fellow seniors during an event 

'nthia Brown, Melanie 
eodore, Jelani Burchette 

All the seniors in their togas spell out their year. 

JI Toga Day, a tradition since 1981, is when keep it from falling down the whole day!" 
f seniors create and wear their togas on the Their hard work made the day all the more 
/, day of pep rally during spirit week. Some special. 
A students anticipate this day their whole high The senior class assembled in the 
5 school career. "One thing that I'm looking courtyard to take a picture within the shape 

forward to during my senior year is of a 13 - their graduating year. The variety 
wrapping myself in a toga!" says junior of toga colors, styles, and lengths displayed 
Kierra Carr. the diversity of the class of 2013. The 

Togas originated from the garb rich and seniors wore their togas all day and, before 
powerful men wore in ancient Rome. Back entering the gym for the pep assembly that 
then different color togas represented afternoon, they gathered outside the doors, 
different social classes or jobs. Today The seniors began chant "toga, toga," 
seniors modify their togas to fit their unique creating hype for the assembly, 
personalities. The choice of fabric, color or Senior Courtney Ardy says, "My favorite 

M print, and even the way you drape it have part about toga day was walking through 
become ways for seniors to represent their the halls chanting TOGA, TOGA, TOGA' 

• personalities. because I was finally able to show off that I 
Kate Hanson explains, "The most difficult had made it to my senior year." 

f | part about making my toga was trying to 

Renee Duvall and Elizabeth 
Allred 

Bass of 1981 in their togas Hannah Mayfield, Emma Roberts 



Anna Miller and Celina Frye Diana Flicks and Rashida Peters 

Andre Brown showing off his senior shirt. Jack Kolodziejski Mishell Rodriguez, Elisabeth Allred. 
and Rina Ferreras Brothers Joshua Blair and 

Justin Blair 

LirffaMj 

tM XII/ 

mx/li 

Tyler Holderby, Anna Miller, Flaley Benson, Vincent Flarrington, Gavin Schrock, Owen 
Burton, Owen Burton, Bryce Jackson, Alexa Tavarez, Flannah Mayfield, Layna Lowe, 
Ian Hall, Wylder Raney 

Justin Blair. Jachole Cooper, Emilee McGann, Carlos Quinones, Isabell Pelley, Alexa 
tielking, and Meryl Hernandez 

.uHFORGETIABLI 

MMX MMX'" 

H«ahTolbert, J«*,oteCo<5l^| ~ ' I „ • 
-nantel Sampson Bryce Jackson and Mishell Rodriguez 

Vincent Harrington, Bryce Jackson, and 
Gavin Schrock Romina Fears and Rina Ferreras 



Samantha McCabe, Allyson Raney, Alexander Coles, Zach 
Parsons, Shayne Rich 

Kailee Mullen, Kirstin Brooks, Julie Melinda-Stehling Sophie 
Gorshenin, and Anthony Whitfield 

Celina Frye, Lexi Tavarez, Haley Benson, Anna 
Miller, and Layna Lowe 

Kathryn Tehranfar, Larla Halsey, Kim Asbury, 
Shayne Benson, and Sarah Thomas 

Katie Hansen and Caleb Sewell Hannah Struve, Florian Gotzmer, and Christina Cheser 

Aneudy Dejesus Rosario, Ryan Hoyt, and Chaz Anderson 

Alexandra Wolfert, Biyanna McKinney, and 
Katrina Crosby 

Justin Lee Hunter and Elizabeth Chaster Courtney Mason and Sarah Gottardi 

Anna Hulteen, Bjom Carmona, and Cheyenne Cameron Meeker and Kara Luciano 
Proctor 

Miller, and Connor Mitchum 

Fed Polelli and Joshua Downes Theresa Discavage, Jenifer Nelson, and Madeline lister 



Hannah Mayfield and Bunty Drewitt Kelly Martin, Mackenzie Isotook, and Kiara Beriter and Alex Struve Marcus Jackson and Sean MurTay 
Haley Dycus 

atthew Hall, Micah Williams, Ronaldo Ferreros, 
idSvenCaimona 

Isabell Pelley, Emily lohnson, Mireille Sidwell, Alexa 
Tielking and Meryll Hernandez 

Rashida Peters, Halliah Tolbert, and Kiara Chatfield Rachel Braun and Summer Warren 

gina Henderson, Kaitlyn Worsham, and Alison 
kins 

Renee DuVall and Elisabeth Allred Hunter Bourdon, Sarah Hart, Max Petrunyak, and 
Isabell Murray 

Sophie Nocera, Marissa Mackson, Hanna Mowes, Rachel 
Ryktarsyk, and Brittney Millet 

annon Walker and Mallory Lacy Jerrica Howard, Basra Anderson, Olivia Tadesco, and 
Mary Ryktarsyk 

Chantell Sampson and Emma Roberts Ty Wroblewski, Brandon Grover, Austin Chapman, 
Benjamin Little, and Morgan Helton 

rah Callery and Mariah Gamer Makayla Brooks and Adellah Summerlin Amanda Horlsey and Caleb Hughes Mishell Rodriguez, Ana Osborne, and Diana Meyers 



Bjorn Cormona (11) and Sven Carmona (10) Sarah Hart (9) and Rachel Hart (12) 

4ElW:LBEflG 

t^HTBALL 

Raevin Dunson (9) and Aaron Dunson (10) 



Mary Ryktorsyk (11) and Rachel Ryktarsyk (10) Amanda Horsley (12) and Adamn Horsley (9) Jerrica Howard (11) and Julienne Howard (10) 



student 
government 

Ilifmi 





Andre Brown (12) Kailee Mullen (12) 

Bill Christie, Kevin Brewer, 
and Connie Turner 
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Jose Rodriguez Trinidad and 
Benjamin Pryzysucha (12) 

Tyler Ho' 

Alfred Freed and Jordan 
Miller (10) 

Nicole Balmforth (11) 

:kensmith (11) i 

Ashley Ellis 

Owen Burton (12) 



Academics first. 
Students thought 
problems through, 
sought out National 
Honor Society 
tutoring, used 
seminar time wisely. 

As always, taken 
very seriously, 
academics are our 
reason for being. 
Academic success 
predicts post-high-
school success. 
Freshmen and 
seniors alike 
understood the 

value of their 
education, and 
took to heart those 
moments in school, 
both good and 
bad, that made 
school worthwhile. 

Proud to offer as 
many courses as in 
previous years, in 
spite of our 
decreasing enroll
ment, some classes 
had as few as three 
students, and 
others were only 
available online. 

Counselors were 
especially diligent, 
checking records 
for all students -  a 
crucial paperwork 
issue in a closing 
school. 

With parental 
and faculty 
encouragement, 
students learned in 
this our last best 
year. 
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Quilting is much like 
teaching, metaphorically. 
Both require that one 
appreciate individual 
differences (students, pattern 
pieces), while always seeing 
the big picture (course 
objectives and content; the 
finished quilt. 

A creative teacher, like a 
creative quilter, re-purposes 
materials, taking advantage 
of the best qualities of each, 
to make something 
uniquely powerful 
and beautiful. 

Cindy Peterson, art and English 
teacher, incorporated quilting in 
her Carnivale design this year. 

Marie-Anne Delacroix, Spanish 
teacher, updates traditional 
quilt designs with vibrant 
colors and modern fabrics. 

IW1 1 

Little known teacher talents 
and interests include a whole 
group of Volksmarchers --
Glenna Andrew, Marie-Anne 
Delacroix, Emily Gourdine, 
Amy Mathews-Soto, Janice 
Templeton, and Connie Turner. 

Tom Zonfrillo has also 
designed and created his own 
scrimshaw, or engraving done 
on bone or ivory. 

Jayne Bingham plays the 



piano and Connie Turner plays 
^he clarinet. Turner also 
decorates cakes and has shared 
per talents with the Culinary 
^rts class. 

Lynn Anderson, Jayne 
gingham, Rolf Hendrickson, 
John Mackey, and Jim McCauley 

pre avid skiiers. McCauley also 
polfs. 

Jackie Aguiar enjoys glass 
prt and diving. 

his horse 
! Cascade, 
il Oregon. 

Allie Wilsi 
jointed fie 

Robertson visits 
Machu Picchu, 
Peru. 



Leaviuq H&me attd 
Heidelbergers realizing 
and appreciating having 
these same, wonderful 
experiences that I did," 

Mittenzwey also told 
us, "I've been working [at 
HHS] for 13 years now; I 
hate to see it go so soon," 
Having asked him how he 
feels to teach in the 
school, that he once got 
taught in, he replied "At 
first it was kind of weird. 
"Do I call my former 
teachers by their first 
names? Now it's been 
long enough that I'm able 
to appreciate Heidelberg 
from an adult 
perspective." 

Jon Mittenzwey, now a 
Heidelberg High School 
teacher and Girls' Varsity 
Basketball coach, 
remembers this school 
from 1988 to 1991, when 
he attended. He started 
working here in 2000. 

"The best memories of 
attending Heidelberg High 
School would have to be 
being able to hang out 
with my friends downtown 
and having Prom at a 
castle," stated 
Mittenzwey. "On the other 
hand, the best memories 
I've had while working 
here are watching the new 
generation of 

Pct/nbfcpftH Werfrfittq 

Roger Jackson and Lisa Day 
decorate themselves with 
island decorations. 

hope that Pope will be 
placed at a DoDDS school 
in England. 

Since the faculty were 
unable to attend the 
wedding, a Caribbean-
themed party took place 
after school to celebrate 
and to remind all of 
warmer, sunnier climes. 

Heather Pope, 
information center 
specialist and sponsor of 
the senior class, married 
her longtime boyfriend 
Adrian Neal at a ceremony 
in Key West, Florida, on 
December 30, during 
Winter Break. Neal is 
British and the couple 



Emily Gourdine has taught for 40 years in 
i/laryland (4), South Carolina (1), Niirnberg (17) 
md Heidelberg (18). Retiring to Jacksonville, 
:iorida, she will be exploring event planning, 
ooking forward to a flexible schedule and 
lelping people. She added, "I am looking 
orward to another chapter in my life --
earning, earning and returning." 

After 20 years, Faye MacMahon is retiring. 
She taught at Central High School in Macon, 
Georgia (4), and Heidelberg (16). She is very 
excited to have time to bake, to travel, and 
to cultivate a rose garden. She will enjoy 
whatever comes to mind during her 
retirement in Florida. She added, "It has 
been a privilege and pleasure to work here." 

After 43 years, teaching in Seattle (2), 
London (2), Bad Kreuznach (19) and 
Heidelberg (16), Jim McCauley is looking 
forward to retirement. He stated, "It's time 
for me to step out, so young folks can step 
in." He plans to visit his grandkids, to do 
crafts, and to work in the garden work. Hewill 
be in in Heidelberg, Augsburg, and Seattle. 

For more 

andstaff 5slie Hogue will be in 
'iesbaden. 

Linda Miller will move to 
Patch in the Netherlands. 

npleton will be at 
Belgiupr 

Ray Smola will join the/ 
Virtual School ir\Okinawa 
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Every day, diligent 
students bury themselves 
under piles of work from their 
Advanced Placement classes. 
AP Students burden 
themselves with these college 
level courses in order to gain 
college credit or even just to 
challenge themselves 
academically. For many of 
these dedicated pursuers of 
wisdom, life revolves around 
deadlines, reading schedule 
GPAs, and other erudite 
obsessions. Does life exist 
outside of these textbooks? 

Tyler Holderby says, 
"Being in an AP class is only 
one part of my life that doesn't 
necessarily define or describe 
who I am." 

AP students enjoy and take 
AP classes because they 
enjoy the specific teachers 
who teach each AP class. 

Celina Frye, for instance, 
took AP Government because 
she wanted "to become Mr. 
Ochoa's best friend," not just 
because she wanted a 
weighted grade for her high 
school transcripts. 
Other students such as Layna 
Lowe believe that AP classes 
"help with sports and 
managing time, because they 
help you with prioritizing. You 
don't have time to waste when 
you're forced to adopt a 
rigorous work schedule." 

E 
H'story 

\N0^" 

Apw( 

Isabell Pelley, Anthony Whitfield, Myles 
Lacy, Jared Nelson, Tyler Holderby, 
Derek Johnson, Joshua Yarbrough. 
Mathis AN, Caleb Hughes, Andre Brown. 

CeWa 

pWsvC 

in ̂  



Rhiannon Stark(12), Marissa Juarez(12), and Samantha Adams(12) 
working hard. 

Culinary Arts is a two-period 
class for two credits. Students are 
required to learn, practice, and 
master basic culinary skills that will 
carry them into the culinary arts 
career field at an advantage. 
Culinary Arts students often prepare 
meals for faculty members and sell 
them during the lunch hour, and at 
times are required to spend their 
lunch raising money to go back into 
the Culinary Arts program. 

Melanie Theodore (12) 
preparing a meal. 
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John Ochoa (Faculty) teaching class. Nathanial Discavage (12), Anthony Whitfield (12), Olivia Tedesco (11), Caleb Ryan Hoyt (12), Nathanial 
Hughes (12), Noah Sharpley (12), Carlos Quinones (12), Moses Tillet (12) Discavage (12), Devyn Tucker 
working on a mock trial. (12), and Anthony Whitfield (12) 

Allie Wilson's student pumpkin projects illustrate major world event! 

Schlacher's Street Law class 
Mock Trial. The case featured a 
coach sued for negligent 
homicide in the death of a 
steroid-abusing high school 
athlete. Ultimately, the defense 
won the trial, keeping a man 

out of prison. Nate Discavage 
says, "Everything we learned 
during the semester 
culminated in the trial, making 
it both worthwhile and 
entertaining." 

Social Studies covers 
historical and contemporary 
topics and subjects from 
History to Government and 
from Street Law to Psych
ology. One highlight of Social 
Studies this year was Patricia 



Fishbowl noun (\fish-bol\): 
1) a bowl for the keeping of live fish 
2) a torture device used by Teachers, 
primarily in English, to extract information 
and discussion, usually on literary works. 

Fear, a rush of adrenaline, excitement, 
despair, eagerness, pain, confusion, elation: 
these are the emotions that characterize 
Fishbowl; a group discussion technique that 
helps elicit higher level in-class dialogue and 
discourse over readings. This method, heavily 
promoted and used by AP English teacher 
Patricia Sperry, found its way into a faculty 
meeting, and has spread from there across all 
curricular boundaries. Fishbowl focuses on 
putting a small group of students into an 
intense discussion, while also allowing other 
students to come up and contribute something 
briefly to "feed the fish." However, there is 
always the danger of "Overfeeding the Fish," as 
John Ochoa, a Government and Economics 
teacher, likes to say. Sometimes students are 
just too eager to wait their turn in order to 
contribute. 

Noah Smith (9) reading his book in English 9. 

Rebekah Gentz (9) presenting her project. 
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Front row: Tom Zonfrillo, Bailey Bramhall (10), Mickayla Adams (9), Ryan Johnson 
(9), Raevin Dunson (9), Jenifer Nelson (9), Daniela Jugueta (10), Bryana McKinney 
(10), Allyson Raney (9), Hanna Mowes (10). Back row: Cory Holman (10), Lucas 
Wheatcroft (10), Joseph Jones (9), Griffin Fletcher (9), Briton Rott (9), Ricardo 
Malanado (8), 

Geometry students look 
forward to Tom Zonfrillo's 
traditional Pi Day, celebrated 
March 14th, by creating, 
bringing in, and eating 
different pies. 

Amy Mathews-Soto 
students in Discrete Math also 
celebrated Pi Day. 

Math classes at HHS 
include remedial classes such 
as Geometry Lab and Discrete 
Math, while also offering 
challenging classes like AP 
Calculus and Math Analysis. 

All students are required to 
take Algebra I, Algebra II, and 
Geometry. After all required 
classes are taken students 
have the option of taking 
additional math courses as 
electives. Starting this year, 
four courses of mathematics 
are required to be eligible to 
graduate. 

Amy Mathews-Soto is 
dressed all in Pi theme 

90 from head to toe on Pi Day. 

Jordan Miller (10) and Alfred Freed (10) 

Lashae Daniels (10) and Marcel Eberl (10) 

Ashley Ellis (11) 
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Mose Tillett (12) shows off his 
periodic table tie. 

i m  The world of science 
L encompasses a vast array of 
m varied and distinct branches 
™ of research and discovery. 

Whether studying the laws 
of the physical world in 
Physics, or learning how 
photosynthesis occurs in 
Biology, or learning about 
noise pollution in AP 
Environmental Science, HHS 

^ has a rich science 
curriculum. 

'p.g M 
V J 

think of science classes as 
places where white labcoats 
are worn and scientific 
notation is used, science is 
more than that. At the 
beginning of the year, 
Presidential Award winning 
AP and regular Physics 
teacher Ray Smola has his 
students compete in an egg 

^ drop experiment to go 
1 through the scientific 
^j£|process and understand the 

basic fundamentals of 
Newton's laws. 

Proj^Bry^^ 
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A collection of Ceramics 
projects from year 08-09 
are displayed in an HHS 
hallway. 

Cindy Peterson created 
a clay shoe for an art 
contest. 



IQur art program has several Art History allows students to 
la$g§cts. Sandra Walker and Cindy learn more about how art has 
•Peterson are nnrtiM^ai±. influenced cultures over time. The 
•instructors. Art options span """^rTPfrstudentsxan be seen 
•ceramics, drawing, studio art, AP throughout HHSh^wa^and 

Art History, and painting. The . stairways. Many students stop 
classes are available to ail^ — observe the masterpieces created 
students and can bevtaken all four by their peers. "I really like ^ ~ -
years tijroughout high school. AP prawing because it allows me to 

^ '1 Express myself through art, 
bsm'* H* -expressed Ashley Asbury (12).  

ftJVikUkkk: 
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Drawings 
Above: A colored 
pencil drawing by 

Halliah Tolbert (12). 

Left: Alexander 
Chafey (12) imitates 
the expression of his 
dramatized Self 
Portrait. 

Right: A detailed 
sketch by Kathleen 

Hansen (12). 
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Jon Hodge has the 
responsibility of teaching 
not only band, but also Jazz 
Band, Choir, Madrigals, and 
Guitar. Music is a Fine Arts 
credit which can be taken all 
four years. You can get a pin 
or patch if you "letter" in 
band. 

Students learn to play 
their instrument in middle 
school, since only guitar is 
taught here. HHS band 
consists of woodwinds and 
string instruments. 

Choir class can also be 
taken all four years. 
Students perform in choirs, 
jazz band, band, and 
madrigals at school events. 

Julienne Howard's Power of 
Mozart. 



Jordan Sei urton (12) 

Alison Adkins (12) 

Bryant Allred (11) 

William Nollert (10) 
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Physical Education, a graduation 
requirement, helps students learn to 
make better life choices, and includes 

such classes as Fitness for Life 
Lifetime Sports, and PAN 
(Physical Activity and Nutrition 
These courses help students 
develop lifelong interests to 
maintain physical fitness and 
teach nutrition and health so 
that students can maintain that 
fitness. 

Active students make better 
grades, miss less school, have 
more energy and less stress. 

UTA 



Technology has evolved -- from 
social networks to the new iPhone. 
Students have excelled in the ft 
learning of these new concepts. 
Some classes, such as Powerpoint or 
Word, are practical applications. 

Just fieeqfe ft" 

Noah Sharpley (12) Sarah Hart (9), Shayne Rich (9) Rashida Peters (12) Ashley Kaminski (9) 

Rachel Hart (12) reading. Halliah Tolbert (12). Nikolas Rivera (12) studies fabric. Chazton Anderson (12) cooking. 

Couippn P/racficuwt 

Career Practicum gives students a 
chance to participate in jobs around 
the community. Emily Gourdine is in 
charge of all the students who take 
this elective class. By being in this 
class, you gain practical experience in 
a job. Opportunities can take place at 
the elementary or middle school, the 
CDC, as well as the dog groomers. 



JROTC Leadership Staff: Tyler Hockensmith (11), Rolando Ferreras 
(10), Aaliyah Summerlin (11) Renee Duvall (12), Brianna Bronell (12), 
Daniel White (11), Joshua Yarbrough (11) 

Will Miller (10) 
presents his 
squadron. 

Victor Boney (9), Jesse Gouge (11) Christopher 
Miller (9) and Marcello Esposti (9). 

Seniors: Ryan Hoyt, John Hall, Kiara Bereiter, Renee Duvall, 
Brianna Bronell, Chloe Parker, Cedric Davis. 
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HEIDELBERG — Junior Reserve Officer 
Training Corps is a class 
offered at Heidelberg High 
School. In JROTC students 
learn how to take on 
leadership roles and learn 
discipline. Normally JROTC 
appeals to students who 
want to take on a career in 
the military, and also a way 
for students to obtain 
scholarships to pay for 
rnllpnp Alexander Burke (9), Joshua Yarbrough ( 
college. Brianna Bronell (12), Mishell Rodriguez ( 

Maximilian Petrunyak (10) on a JROTC ti 

Joshua Yarbrough (11) takes aim 
before shooting. 

•••••••••• 



lorian 

OsborneTi: 

Arpna Miller 

Melanie Theodore (12) 

Michaela Steil (11) 

Offered as an elective at 
school, Yearbook Production 
created the final Heidelberg High 
School yearbook. Students take 
pictures, write captions and 
copy, edit everything, layout and 
design yearbook spreads, tag 
names, and proofread, prrofread, 
proofread. Meeting deadlines can 
be stressful but documenting a 
the year accurately is reward 
enough. 

A picture is worth a thousand 
words, so think of all the stories 
that are told through the 
yearbook," stated Jack 
Kolodziejski (12). 

Sew/ Che 



from the editor. dates&deadlines. 
First off, congratulations to the Class 
of 2013! We've made it! I would also 
like to congratulate every other 
student and faculty member for 
being a living, breathing part of 
history. Growing up in military 
communities around the world has 
taught us the importance of making 
friends and with the closing of our 
home we've come to experience 
this first hand. The nostalgic air fills 
up the hallways of Heidelberg High 
School everyday, making us realize 

that the curtains are finally closing. In this book, you 
will experience one year, covered in 184 pages. It's 
funny the way school worked. Every day, we rolled out 
of bed, pulled on our garments, and made it through 
the day, both as individuals and as a group of spirited 
young people. We studied, we partied, we hurt from 
other's words. We dreaded Mondays and prayed for 
Teacher Work days. Yet, we reflected back on the true 
meaning of high school: you can't have one piece of 
adolescence without eating the whole pie. All th e good 
was accompanied by the bad, because in the true 
paradox of life, you never can have one without the 
other. We engaged in separate activities, but unified 
when it mattered. This is what high school was about. 
We had the freedom to be ourselves, to dance our own 
tango, our pie disappearing as we went. In the grand 
scheme of things, we all got a piece. 

Cover Due October 4 
48 pages January 7 

48 pages February 4 
56 pages March 4 

32 pages March 25 

Delivery Ship Date 

May 18,2013 

the details. 
Students of Heidelberg High School 

Yearbook Production created this book using 
YearTechOnline at www.yearbookavenue.com. 
Josten's in Clarksville, Tennessee, printed 349 
copies. We thank Sales Representative Kerri 
Dolena and Plant Consultant Chrys Brummal for 
all their help. Sam Effinger advised the adviser, 
Sandra Effinger. 

Photographers who shared their talent in this 
book include Diane Krueger, Stars and Stripes, 
Ihe Herald Post, Emily Gourdine, Rich Bennett, 
Rick Bumgardner, Tina Sanders, Kurt Miller and 
others who posted on RePlayIt.com and 
FaceBook. Linda Miller and Heather Pope were 
our voice to parents through newsletters. 

The Rainforest Palette is our dominant color 
scheme. Avalon Book, Helvetica, Times, Biq 
Fictiew. N umscull, CAMIPIBEILIL CILIROTLNR, 
Palatino, and 
Speaking Style are our major fonts. 
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Model United Nations Future Educators of America S2S Members helping each other 

German Honor Society translating 

at Special Olympics 
Junior Reserve Officer 

Training Corps 



Building 
communities. 

Hi 

• 

Joining a 
student club opens 
the door to building 
new friendships, 
enhancing your 
academic life, and 
exploring career 
opportunities. 
Practicing leader
ship and manage
ment skills by 
participating in site 
and district 
programs, students 
join networks and 
build communities. 

These may 

include planning 
campus-wide 
events, competing 
in debates or 
academic compe
titions, attending 
leadership retreats 
or seminars, organi
zing community 
service projects, 
and designing 
promotional posters 
and brochures. 

Many clubs and 
organizations took 
students outside 
Heidelberg for 

conferences and 
events all over 
Europe. 

Students worked 
together, in all 
these groups, to 
make it their best 
last year. 



Roots 
Shoots 

Roots and Shoots is all 
about going green. They 
contribute to saving the 
environment and helping 
others. Anyone can join 
Roots and Shoots, a fun 
productive environment, 
and while you're at it, you 
are helping the earth. 

Student 2 Student 
Student 2 Student is an organization that 

aims to help new students adjust to the 
Heidelberg community. In order to become 
a S2S member, students must be the best 
representatives of Heidelberg High School 
and be willing to dedicate their time to assist 
new students with the obstacles that an 
arriving student would endure. S2S 
activities include cooking nights that are 
held once a month for members and all new 
students. In being a part of this organization, 
members learn how to welcome students to 
a new environment and how to socially 
involve themselves with the community. 

R V .  
Roots and Shoots raising 
money for Operation Smile. 

Haley Dycus (10), Collin Ellis (10), Jerrica Howard (11), Mary 
Rachel Ryktarsyk (10). Ryktarsyk (11). 

S2S Bulletin Board Olivia Tedesco (11). 

President Mallory Lacy (11). 

Rachel Hart (12), Sophie Gorshenin (12), Shannon Walker (11). Shannon Walker (11) works on an informational bulletin 

104 board' 



Junior Associations for 
the Advancement 

Minorities 
For 20 years, Heidelberg High School has sponsored 

the Junior Association for the Advancement of 
Minorities (JAAM). Typically, about 20 students 
participate each year. The focus of JAAM is to research, 
highlight, and celebrate the significant contributions 
that each ethnic group has made to the American 
culture, through workshops and programs. This year 
we recognize many ethnic groups such as Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s birthday, Black History Month, and 
Asian Pacific Month. Additionally, JAAM collaborated 
with the music department at HHS to sponsor a talent 
show, and occasionally perform for the community. 

Tech Cfuh 
Technology Club 

engages students to learn 
about technology and 
possible technology 
careers. Tech Club 
participates in events 
such as STEMposium and 
Tech Fair where students 
learn how to use different 
programs and apply the 
learned skills to everyday 
life. 

Tech Club Members 

Xavier Blankchaftin (11), Justin Vatcher (11),Julian Ramirez 
(10), Ian Bernasconi (11) 

Members at the 
Talent Show. 

Diana Hicks (12) and Anthony 
Whitfield (12) mc the show. 

Talent Show Judges. Aneli Whitford (12), Cameron 
Meeker (12). 

: Jelani Burchette, Tyler Holderby (non-member), Devyn Tucker, Bryce Jackson, Joshua John, Lizzie Allred (non-member), 
Alison Adkins (non-member). Back: Connie Turner, Michelle Rubes, Marcella Jugueta, Daniela Jugueta, Elizabeth Charest, Tracy 
Barnett, Alexandra Wolfert, Jalisa Gibson, Diana Hicks, Rashida Peters, Anthony Whitfield, Basia Anderson, Halliah Tolbert, Kiara 
Chatfield, Rachel Hart (non-member), Gina Henderson, Amiera Agamy (non-member), Emily Gourdine, Juriette John. 



Association 
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Quilt displayed at the FEA Conference in Garmisch describing 
the components of a teacher. 

Future Educators Association is 
dedicated to supporting young people 
interested in education-related careers. 
This year's FEA group had thirteen 
members who participated in the FEA 
Conference in Garmisch. Founded in 
1937, FEA has helped thousands of 
students develop the skills and strong 
leadership traits that are found in high-
quality educators. At such conferences, 
students attend seminars on how to 
effectively encourage, engage, and 
inspire future students. 

Front: Emily Gourdine, Kajsa Fuhriman (12), Alison Atkins (12), Sophie Gorshenin (12), Julie-Melind 
Stehling (12), Shayne Rich (9), Melanie Theodore (12). Back: A'lexus May-Sanchez (11), Payton Kay 
(10), Rachel Hart (12), Jack Kolodziejski (12), Kailee Mullen (12), Jordan Seres (12). 

Kajsa Fuhriman (12) shows Alison Atkins (12), Rachel Hart (12), and Jordan 
off her name tag. Seres (12). 

Garmisch. Shayne Rich (9), Julie-Melinda Stehling (12). 

•••••••••••••• 
Elizabeth Charest (12), 

Lauren Lapping (11), 
Rashida Peters (12), 

and Rina Ferreras (12) 
placed in events based 

on tests taken online. Isabell Murray (10) and Nick Lep 
0 mess 

Seniors Rina Ferreras and Rashida Peters win Heidelberg kids waiting in the sequestering 
third place for digital promotion and design. room. 

Lauren Lapping (11) and Reshaw 
Wells (11) competed at Edelwer 



tachel Hart (12) and Alison Atkins (12) participate in a group activity at the 
•EA Conference in Garmisch. 

:ront: Emilv Gourdine, Jack Kolodziejski (12), Sophie Gorshenin (12), Kailee Mullen (12). Second: Ryan Hoyt (12), Shayne Rich (9), Jordan Seres (12), Melanie 
"heodore 112), Kajsa Fuhriman (12). Back: Kathryn Schiele (10), Payton Kay (10), Rachel Hart (12), Alison Atkins (12), Julie-Melinda Stehling (12). 

ii 
tlelanie Theodore (12), Kathryn Schiele (10) and 
ack Kolodziejski (12). Payton Kay (10). 

Julie-Melinda Stehling (12) Ryan Hoyt (12), Jack Kolodziejski (12), and Melanie Theodore (12). 
and Jordan Seres (12). 

I Future Business Leaders of America's \ 
(FBLA) mission is to bring business and \ V 
education together in a positive working 
relationship. FBLA's goals are to develop 
competent, assertive business 
leadership, strengthen the confidence of 
students in themselves and their work, 
and create interest in and understanding 
of American business enterprise along \BP 
with many other prestigious aspirations ilrffi \ 
to ensure that students are prepared for 
future business endeavors. 

FBLA group not pictured because of 
early deadline. , , | 

&ia Ferreras (12), Kylee Miller (12), Isabel Murray (10),Lauren Lapping (11), 
Anthony Whitfield (12), Rashida Peters (12), and Elizabeth Charest (12) at 
edelweiss Lodge and Resort in Garmisch. 



Front: William Christie, Samantha Adams (12), Rashida Peters (12), 
Elizabeth Allred (12), Hannah Mayfield (12), Olivia Tedesco (11), 
Kara Luciano (12). Back: Michaela Steil (11), Rachel Hart (12), Anna 
Miller (12), Bunty Drewitt (12), Layna Lowe (12), Benjamin Little (11), 
Myles Lacy (12). 

NHS helping H.O.P.E Ministries. Kevin Brewer speaks to 

NHS. 

Nextfona/ 
German 

Front: Shanice Harmon (11), Michaela Steil 
(11), Katherine Clark (12), Ana Osborne (12), 
Rashida Peters (12). Second: Bejamin Little .= 
(11), Justyna Hinz (9), Andrew Griffith (9), 
Shannon Walker (11). Back: Linda Steil, Erie 
Wegner. 

National-Honor 

National Honor Society was 
established to recognize outstanding 
high school students. Each Honor 
Society chapter establishes criteria for 
membership based upon a student's 
outstanding performance in the areas of 
Scholarship, Service, Leadership, and 
Character. National Honor Society 
members included students with high 
academic achievements, as well as 
service to the community. Some services 
NHS provides includes tutoring and 
volunteering for the H.O.P.E. Ministries. 

Connie Turner explains 
tutoring program. 

NHS members Hannah Mayfield (12), Bunty Drewitt (12), and Layna Lowe (12) discuss the 
H.O.P.E ministries project with the rest of the members. 



Seniors Tyler Holderby Seniors Anna Miller and 
and Joseph Patrick. Anthony Whitfield. 

Selling baked potatoes at lunch: Jennifer Bumgardner (12), Bunty 
Drewitt (12), Patricia Schlachter, Sarah Lancaster (12), Layna 
Lowe (12), Anna Miller (12), and Megan Mullen (12). 

United Nation's UNESCO building 
in the heart of Paris. Finally, 14 
students participated in the The 
Hague International MUN, making 
it the 42nd time HHS students have 
participated in this conference, the 
largest MUN conference in the 
world (3500 kids!). 

Members of this club always 
hesitantly wrap up the season, 
wishing it wouldn't end, but even 
more so this year as Heidelberg 
closes; however, members walk 
away with new international friends, 
some debate skills, and a new found 
appreciation for poetry. 

Model United Nations (MUN) 
team takes on the persecutive of an 
appointed nation to discuss global 
issues such as international security, 
environmental concerns and human 
rights. This year, the MUN team 
represented mainly Jordan and 
Senegal in the three conferences they 
attended, a record number for 
Heidelberg MUN. 

First was Heidelberg's own 
American MUN conference, where 
four DODEA schools and a German 
school participated. Soon after, 13 
students traveled to France to 
participate for the first time in Paris 
American MUN, located in the 

[ague beach in Holland 

Front: Celina Frye (12), Mathis Ali (12), Alexa Tavarez (12), Bunty Drewitt (12), Owen 
Burton (12), Layna Lowe (12), Megan Mullen (12), Sarah Lancaster (12). Back: John Ochoa, 
Patricia Schlachter, Tyler Holderby (12), Anthony Whitfield (12), Joseph Patrick (12), Anna 

(12), Morgan Billmaier (11), Yujin Myers (10). 

Induction Ceremony 
German Honor Society 

took the time to induct new 
students into the association. 
Afterwards, they volunteered 
at the Special Olympics where 
they helped with translation 
for many participants. 

ne Clark (12) and Rashida Peters Benjamin Little (11). Shannon Walker (11) and 
Andrew Griffith (9), 
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Green 
Chores, chores, chores! Taking out the trash is 

a key part in a teen's responsibilities, but how to 
do so is different from place to place. Germany 
has a very different system of recycling than the 
United States. 

In Germany, 70% of all waste is recycled. 
Recycling bottles is a major component. For 
example, water, soda and juices are all sold in 
cases of plastic or glass bottles, each with a 
deposit of up to 0,25 Euro cents per bottle. The 
value of the deposit, or pfand depends on the 
bottle's value. The pfand can be redeemed at 
machines in most supermarkets, encouraging 
citizens to recycle. 

The pfand is already included in the purchase 
price, and labeled on the price tag on the shelf in 
small print. Returned bottles must be in good 
condition, still having their labels, and not be 
crushed. Once all bottles have been returned, 
and the "redeem" button is pressed, a receipt will 
be given, which is valid at any supermarket, such 
as Rewe or Lidl, deductible from your cost at 
checkout. 

Not all glass is recycled with the pfand 
system. For instance, jars for marmalade do not 

have a practical shape. Around town, and on 
base as well, are glass drop-off containers. 
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TEAM 
by Andrew Griffith 

"5 literally threw' away 
over 500 Euros my first 
year here because 9 did not 
know about the pfand," 

says Sandra Effinger, 
Yearbook Adviser. 

There, glass is sorted by colors: braun (brown), 
griin (green) and weifi/klar (white/clear glass). 

A s trict law states that all recyclables must be 
separated from bio waste. Biological wastes 
consist of garden clippings, food scraps, and 
other organic wastes. Off base, the trash is 

collected twice a week, once for recyclables, and 
once for bio wastes. Bio wastes become compost 
for farmers, to save it from filling up landfills. 

Some regions enforce separating plastic from 
paper. Plastic and paper are recycled at special 
plants for industries to reuse. For example, many 
newspapers are made with recycled paper.The 
only wastes that can't be reused, avoided or 
recycled is called the restmull. The restmull, or 
rubbish includes anything left over. 

There is a color-coded system for the different 
types of trash. Brown bins are for the bio wastes, 
and wastes that can decompose in a compost 
heap. Gray bins are for metal, mirrors, gum, 
rubber, electrical appliances, light bulbs, and 
other non-recyclable items. Paper and paperlike 
products, such as books, brochures, cardstock 
and paper boxes go in blue bins. Plastics go in 
yellow bins and the Yellow Bag which includes 



plastic bags, plastic wraps, plastic cups and 
aluminum foil. The Yellow Bag is hand sorted and 
treated at recycling plants. 

Germany sets an example for all other 
European Union nations to follow. In 1970, 
Germany had about 50,000 landfills; now there 
are fewer than 200. Only 1% of untreated waste 
was sent to landfills in 2006, while the United 
States sent 54% of its waste to over 17,000 
landfills. 

To aid smaller companies with meeting 
recycling standards, the Duales System 
Deutschland (DSD), a non-profit organization was 
created. The DSD will accept any company into 

Der Griine Punkt -
Duales System Deutschland GmbH 

their organization for a fee, based on the bulk of 
the package. That company may then display the 
Green Dot logo, and recycling companies will 
treat the packaging, because the company has 
already complied with German recycling laws. 
Used by 130,000 companies in 25 European 
countries, an estimated 3.2 million US tons of 
Germany's commercial packaging was recovered 
and reused in 2007. Also, in 2008, 1.8 million tons 
of C02 emissions were avoided. 

•"^sC-

organization, is 
dedicated to 
keeping a clean 
environment and 
improving the 
living quality for all 
people and 
animals around us. 

Heather 
Robertson, foreign 
language teacher, 
who sponsors 
Roots & Shoots, said, "I think recycling is 
important, but the problem is that people recycle 
too willingly, when recycling should be the last 

\ 

or * * 

resort." Robertson continued, "Things ought to 
be reused first, then recycled." She believes that 
this will become a major problem very quickly 
unless things change. Robertson believes we 
need to reduce our consumption of goods. "Ask 
yourself, 'Did I need to buy that in the first 
place?'" she challenges. 

"Recycling is only 
the frosting, while 

reducing is the 
entire cake," 

says Heather Robertson, 
Roots & Shoots sponsor. 

Recycling on base in 
Heidelberg at Patrick 
Henry Village and Mark 
Twain Village is different 
than off base. On base, it 
is the citizens' 
responsibility to bring 
their trash to a local 
dumpster that is emptied 
once a week by German 
garbage trucks. The 
dumpsters are also 
color-coded to comply 
with the German 
recycling system. 

In schools, trash is also carefully separated. 
Classrooms have color-coded trash bins with 
three separate sections inside. 

Roots and Shoots, the HHS eco-friendly 



As the moving boxes are 
being packed and everything 
closes down, Heidelberg 
students find themselves 
missing this place already. 
These memories will be 
treasured as we move on. 

Bismarkplatz bus stop. 

Citizens' free library. 



yzv ItUe WaU- aksii WeUekapj? 
Justyna Hinz (9) said, 
"I like the shops, the 
atmosphere, and nature 
the best." 

•B,MO, I M Bobby Thomas (12) 
exclaimed, "I really like 
the Heidelberg Zoo!" 

Sarah Thomas (11) 
replied, "I like the people 
and all the fun things 
there are to do 
downtown." 

Rachel Beville (10) said, 
"I love the way the 
cultures intertwine within 
one another. I like how 
we can be all part of one 
"big happy family" and 
get along. I also like the 
food...and gummies." 

Well jc-u iMasA7 

Starr Sanders (10) 
answered, "The beautiful 
scenery downtown on the 
bridge and the stores." 

Anah Lamb (10) replied. 
"My friends and the great 
teachers." 

Ana Osborne (12) said, 
"The atmosphere of the 
people talking and the 
diversity of where we all 
come from, the students 
and teachers ability to 
talk and ask for help." 

Sean Morrow (10) said, 
"Making memories here!" 

Zach Parsons (9) said, 
"Downtown and my 
friends." 

^ Collin Ellis (10 )answered, 
"I will miss all of my great 
teachers." 
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Downtown Heidelberg offers entertainment, 
shopping, education, and food. 

Heidelberg Schloss is easily visited via the 
Bergbahn funicular railway, rising from the Kornmarkt 
to the summit of the Konigstuhl. Best views are from 
the Philosophenweg or the old stone bridge. 

Downtown is always crowded for Herbstmarkt (Fall 
Festival), Fasching (Carnival), and Weihnachtsmarkt 
(Christmas Market). 

Lesser known sites include several Holocaust 
memorials. And you can always see an ZgMM®. 
odd character or two on the strafie. illMBKllI MS 

Heidelberg's Christinas 
Circus, with clowns! 

Heidelberg's Funicular 
to the castle. 

Imbedded sidewalk 
plaques on the 
Haupstrafie honoring 
Holocaust victims. 

Infamous "Crow Man' 
the Hauptbahnhof. 

Synagogenplatz Holocaust Memorial, where the 
original synagogue stood until Kristallnacht. 

Heidelberg's Bridge is never more beautiful than when snow-covered. Journalism photography field trip included 
Justyna Hinz (9), Sandra Effinger, Andrew 
Griffith (9), and Mireille Sidwell (11). 



I S "  J 9  

ascot out and about town and posing for the requisite bridge photograph.out and 
bout town 

iim 2 nil 

et performer making 
bbles on the Haupstrafie 

Flood levels 
marked on the 
old bridge. 

Confiserie Schafheusse, best pastries, chocolates, 
brunch, and courtyard garden in all Heidelberg. 

View from the Liselotteplatz at the 
top of the Philosophenweg. 
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What is your 
favorite thing to 
do Off Campus? 

"Talking with 
my friends and 
family. Also 
snuggling with 
my kitty's pretty 
sweet." —Tatiana 
Massa (9) 

What is your 
favorite thing to 
do Off Campus? 

"My favorite 
thing is to dance. 
—Fiona Bryant 
(10) 

What is your 
favorite thing to 
do on PHV? 

"Going to the 
Java, Shopette, 
and the movies 
with my 
girlfriend." 
—Florian 
Gotzner (12) 

Flerbstmarkt (Fall Festival) on the Haupstrafie. 

At Patrick Henry Village (PHV), 
you can go to the library, bowling 
alley, the Java or to the movie 
theater, as well as take advantage of 
many sport courts. 

The Shopping center base offers 
a PX, Community Bank, USO 
offices. Gabriella McCullough (10) 
stated, "I like shopping in the PX 
and then going to look at books." 
That base also offers three 
American fast food places — Taco 
Bell, Popeyes and Subway. 

Campbell Barracks has the food 
court and the gym. 

Patton Barracks has the Roadside 
Theater, car wash, and laundry. 

Special outings can also include a 
trip to the Ramstein Mall. 



What is your 
favorite thing to 
do on PHV? 

"I enjoy going to 
the Youth 
Services." 
- Je'La Owens 
(11) 

Julian Ramirez (10) and Dustin Campbell 
(11) having fun on the bus. 

Savannah Tudlong (10) waiting for the 
bus. 

What is your 
favorite thing to 
do Off Campus? 

"I enjoy playing 
basketball in my 
free time." 
—Fabrice Niland 
(10) 

Bailey Bramhall (10) at the Youth Services. 

Mark Twain Village sign. 

your What 
favorite thing to 
do Off Campus? 

Campbell Barracks. 

Where's where on the Heidelberg Army 
Garrison. Anyone remember MASH? 

"Hangout and go 
skate all day." 
—Marcel Eberl 



livia Tedesco(l 1) 

Volleyball 
School mascot Sean Salas (12) Swimmers Erin Ott (11) and 

Wintress Harris (11) 

Football players Lady Lions Summer Warren (<*] 

Shayne Benson (10) 

Cross country runners Tennis player Nate Discavage (12) Golfer Owen Burton (12) 

I 
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The games 
people play help 
us to understand 
their core values. 

Discipline. Hard 
work, Sacrifice. 
Teamwork. Dealing 
with success and 
failure. Setting and 
striving for goals. 
Value of practice 
and preparation. 
Overcoming 
adversity. 

We value sports 
because of the 
values that can be 

learned - good 
sportsmanship, 
believing in others 
and learning that 
others can help us 
achieve more by 
being united than 
by acting in our 
own self-interest. 

Sports provide us 
with recreation and 
enjoyment as 
participants and as 
spectators. 

Sports keep us 
physically and 
mentally fit. For 

many, the sport 
discovered in high 
school may 
become a lifelong 
passion, the 
regimen that keeps 
us fit into old age. 

"A sound mind in 
a sound body" was 
the Roman Ideal 
and the Lion goal 
in our last best 
year.* 

*Thales 
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@ Patch September 15 

/@ Filton, ?eptember^9 ^ 

GUEST] HOME 

2 Minute Wornin 

| @ K-TcjpP^ptemlx^. 21 

nil Good filings come To no End Scoreboard 

Coaches: 
Cedric Davis, 
Thomas Hogue 
Sr., Thomas 
Hogue Jr., 
Ahletic 
Director Leslie 
Hogue, Dennis 
Freed. Mathew 
Jackson. Larry 
Daffin, Gerald 
Daniels. 

With ten seconds left 
in the game, the Lions 
were down 14 points until 
Quarterback Tim Cuthbert 
(10) ran the final 
touchdown in Heidelberg's 
64 year history. Although 
the Lions lost to Vilseck, 
there were no heads 
hanging. 

Heidelberg has been a 
football powerhouse, and 
holds many European 
records. Former Football 
Coach Brad Shahan 
(1995-2010) ranks as the 
fourth all-time winning 
coach in DoDDS 
European Football with a 
Winning Percentage of 

67% (80-39) for every 
coach with a minimum of 
15 years' experience. 
Shahan also led the Lions 
to nine Championship 
games, bringing home 
five trophies. 

Heidelberg has won 
the second most Football 
Champion-ships in 
DoDDS History (1975, 
1981, 1982, 1988,1993, 
1998, 1999, 2005, 2008, 
2010). 

Heidelberg has also 
had two former football 
players reach the NFL: 
Eric Zeier and Ron 
George. 

Alwags Remembered - In remembrance of the death of former Lion Bryan 

Glenn, several ceremonies were held, and signs of mourning were hung It's Good! -
Daniel White (11) and Danta' Morris (10) get set to kick a field goal during the team's 
27-7 win over Wiesbaden Upr Up and Awag - Daniel White (11 )drops the ball in 
order to punt on fourth down during the homecoming game against Lakenheath, which 
ended in a 26-8 win for the Lions Can't Block Me! • Heidelberg Lion Nick Chance 
(11) breaks away from a block while on defense to rush up and stop the ball carrier 
before they make it downfield during the Wiesbaden game. Unstoppable -
Running back and Linebacker and Season MVP Andre Brown (12) breaks a tackle 
during the homecoming game against Lakenheath. Brown was selected to play in the All 
Star game and made All-Europe first team, along with team mate Daniel White (11). 



FEATURE# 

Don't Jump - As the Heidelberg Defensive 
Line squares off with the Patch Offensive Line, 
tensions were high as every one was excited to 
start the season. Goinq Down - Sophomores 
Will Miller (10) and Danta' Morris (10) tackle the 
Lakenheath punter in the end zone for a safety, this 
was not the last, later in the game Daniel White 
(11) got another safety as a snap went high over 
the Lancer Quarterback's head. 

Andre Brown 

Front: Managers Dione Young. Sophia Nocera, and Jasmin Pryzucha, Cedric Davis. Dakari Adkins, Ryan Hoyt, Clifford Johnson. Raul 
Ramirez, Victor Boney. Managers Chrishauna Rolack, Chantel Sampson, and Sarah Callery 2nd Row: Noah Kiakona, Tim Cuthbert, Janell 
Moore. Justin Rodney. Alfred Freed, Kyahir Mcintosh, Jakeel Leggins, Estefania Dempsey, Javier Doward, Kyle Moore. Donta' Morris, 
De'Keifh Thomas 3rd Row: Matt Aston, Marcus Jackson, Will Miller, Josh Belcher. Chaz Anderson. Jared Nelson. Andre Brown.Thomas 
Seage, Josh Mullen. Daniel White, Justin Vatcher. Nick Chance Back: Coaches Dennis Freed. Thomas Hogue Sr., Larry Daffin, Gerald 
Daniels, Cedric Davis Sr.. Mathew Jackson, Thomas Hogue Jr. Not Pictured: Austin Kelly, Connor Mitchum, Reshawn Wells, Houston 
Graves, Vincent Charest 

Untouchable ' Quarterback Tim Cuthbert 
• (10) jukes out three defenders in the season 
pi opener against Patch High School, 

gialthough the game ended in a loss, the 
"steam learned a great deal about themselves 
Hand bounced back the next weekend with a 

win over the Kaiserslautern Raiders. 



concentrate Junior Larla Halsey (11) at 
the net focused to block the opponents 
spike at a home game. 

( i )  Smilinq Awaq - Shannon Walker (11) happy about yet 
another point. (2) Setting it Up - Maxine Pez (11) waiting tor 
the blow of the whistle. (3) Relax - Olivia Tedesco (11) stares 
fiercely across the net at her opponents. (4) Teamwork - The JV 
team bonding after yet another rally. 

.lelani Burchette 

2 Kills 
27 Digs 
Serving: 93.7% 

Sam Markowski 
55 Kills 
45 Aces 
Serving: 71.2% 

Nicole Balmfnrth 

26 Kills 
25 Aces 
Serving: 80.3% 

Larla Halsev Mallorv Lacv LaShae Daniels Starr Sanrlprc 

12 Kills 260 Assists 50 Kills 3 Kills 
23 Aces Serving: 91.7% 15 Aces 
Serving: 82.4% Serving: 82.9% 



"It was a rocky start and 
we didn't do as well as I'd 
hoped, but all in all it was 
a qreat season and I had a 

lot of fun." 
Sam Markowski [II] 

Gameplan - The Varsity team comes together to discuss the 
game stradegy for the remainder of the game. Ready stance -
Starr Sanders (10), Larla Halsey (11), and Jelani Burchette (12) 
get ready to dig the opponents serve. (3 Team Bondinq - Two of 
the players shake hands representing the strong bond the team has 
formed overtime. 

Back: Manager"Isabel! Pelley (12), Cheyenne Proctor (10), Emily Johnson (9), Morgan Billmaier (11), 
Mireille Sidwell (11), Coach Angela Shiplett Front: Tara Gentz (10), Maxine Pex (11), Kayla Hullett (10), 
Olivia Tedesco (11), Shannon Walker (11), Rebekah Gentz (9) Not Pictured: Manager Kristine Gentz 

trcpHlflfa'Schdd'frVarMty'Vt 
Back: Manager Isabell Pelley (12), Nicole Balmforth (11), Sam Markowski (11), Captain Aneli Whitford 
(12), Captain Emma Roberts (12), Larla Halsey (11), Jelani Burchette (12), Coach Brand Ross Front: 
Mall'ory Lacy (11), LaShae Daniels (10), Starr Sanders (10), Cynthia Brown (12) Not Pictured: Manager 
Kristine Gentz 

FEATURE #3 Pfaye 
Jelani Burchette 
Sack SW /A idem 

"I'm proud oft hew fjar we oame, no 
matter the iedactu, and in the end we 

dtdourhaf 



Coaches Jim 
McCauley, William 
Price, and Kip Sawaya 
provided advanced 
golfing guidance that 
improved the skills of 
the six students on 
Heidelberg High 
School's Golf Team. 
They taught the 
importance of 
following through, 
keeping your head 
down, arm straight, 
and several other tips 
to increase 
performance. Golf is a 
lifelong sport that can 
be played many years 
down the road. 

Returning Seniors 
Joseph Patrick and 
Celina Frye advanced 
onto Europeans which 
took place on HHS's 
Golf Course. Patrick, as 
the defending champion, 
wasn't able to pull 
through another first 
place victory, but pushed 
through in the rainy 
weather and scored 4th 
place, while Frye landed 
in 5th. 

Owen Burton 

'Heidetterfr'Ht̂ SchdvfcGefyTem  ̂
Owen Burton (12), Diana Myers (10), Joseph Patrick (12), Haley Benson (12), Mose Tillett (12), and Celina Frye (12) 

Left: Senior Joseph Patrick (12) hauls his clubs down the 
fairway. Below: Coaches William Price and Jim 
McCauley; (Not Pictured) Kip Sawaya. 

Left: 
Brad 

**y 1 ligham. 

Rig 
Jim 
Bagfrell, 
1991 

Jh 



jAlison Adkins 
Girl's Captain 

Conch Bates 
and Coach Sally 

(101-33) 
9/15 
vs. Wiesbaden 
7-11 

Back Row: Rachel Ryktarsyk (10), Benny Little (11), Cameron Meeker (12), Jack Kolodziejski (12), Nate 
Discavage (12), Wylder Raney (12), Myles Lacy (12). Bunty Drewitt (12), Justin Bates (Coach) 
Middle Row: Gina Henderson (12), Meghan Bowen (9), Alison Adkins (12), Hanna Mowes (10), Kara 
Luciano (12), Kasja Fuhriman (12), Ian Colbert (9), Jose Rodriguez (12) 
Front Row: Justin Bowen (8), Patrick Whalen (8), Laney Thompson (8) 
Not Pitctured: Bryce Stanley 

Heidelberg Tennis at Europeans: 
Kasja Fuhriman (12), Justin Bowen (8), Coach Sally. Meghan Bowen (9), 
Bryce Stanley (9), Wylder Raney (12), Nate Discavage (12), Cameron Meeker 
(12), Myles Lacy (12), and Jack Kolodziejski (12). 
Heidelberg took 4th overall in Division 1 T ennis. Cameron Meeker won 5th 
overall in Boy's Singles, Wylder Raney (12) and Jack Kolodziejski (12) took 
2nd in Boy's Doubles, Alison Adkins (12) and Kasja Fuhriman (12) finished 
in the top 8 in Girl's Doubles, and Meghan Bowen (9) took 11th in Girl's 
Singles. 

10/20 
@ Patch & 
BFA 
20-16 

Paige Chase, 2010 
Girl's Singles 
Tournament 
Champion, (left) 
Krista Bye-Nagel 
(2008) (right) 

I The Heidelberg Tennis 
[ Team was filled with 
I returning players in 2012. 
j Nine of the twelve varsity 
i players on the team were 

reluming seniors. First 
I year coach, Justin Bates, 

took over and quickly 
installed a new workout 
regimen to keep the team 
in shape. The players 
quickly adapted to the new 
program, and it showed in 
the results. By the end of 

Nick Garcia Boy's 
Singles 
Tournament 
Champion 
2006-2008 (right). 

the season, the team finished 
101-33 overall (57-10 boys, 
44-23 girls) and took 4th in 
Europeans. Cameron 
Meeker took 5th place in the 
European Singles 
Tournament, while Jack 
Kolodziejski and Wylder 
Raney took 2nd in the 
European Doubles 
Tournament. AJison Adkins 
and Kasja Fuhriman finished 
within the top eight in the 
Girls European Doubles 
Tournament. 

Buntq Drewitt (left) and 
Kara Luciano (riqht) 

prepare themselves for a 
natch aqainst Hohenfels 



'HetMerg*Hi§h ĉhmfcGre^w6&iMtr̂ Tem> 
Heidelberg's Cross Country Team this year did an| 

outstanding job at Europeans. Especially 
considering the fact that we are a much smaller 
school this year then the other teams competing. 
The girls fought hard to achieve the third place 
trophy, while the boys placed eighth overall. 
Runners that did particulary well in Europeans 
include Rachel Braun (9) in twelfth, and Shanice 
Harmon (11) in sixth. The coaches worked hard to 
show the atheletes the importance of pace, 
endurance and the willpower to keep on going! 

In Front: Sean Brady Front: Shanice Harmon, 
Camden Stokes, Andrew McVeigh, Kathryn 
Tehranfar, Anna Sweet, Lexi Tavarez, Rachel Braun, 
Hannah Mayfield, Maggie Hogie, Savanah Tudlong, 
Managers Rachel Hart and Amanda Horsley 

Second: Kierra Carr, Marissa Mackson, Noah 
Nichols, Anna Miller, Sven Carmona, CJ Miller, 
Raeannann Stark, Aiden Scruggs Back: Matthew 
Hall, Micah Williams, Ian Hall Not Pictured: Omar 
Penn 

(1) Raeannann Stark (12) pushes her way 
through the 5K (2) Heidelberg's boys fight for 
the lead at the start (3) Shanice Harmon (11) 
looks relaxed during a race (4) Hannah 
Mayfield (12) and Rachel Braun (9) make their 
way to the lead (5) Ian Hall (12) concentrating 
on keeping a good pace (6) Camden Stokes 

(12) catches his breath (7) Matthew Hall (9) 
tries to pass competetors (8) The boys ready 
themselves at the start (9) Reppin1 the 3rd 
place overall trophy for the Heidelberg Girls' 
Team earned at Europeans (10) Coach Ray 
Smola Not Pictured: Coaches Sharon Brady 
and Rodney Dycus 

Top: Carrie 
Finch and 
Bridgitte 
DeVaughn were' 
the top women » 
runners of the 
1982 team. | 
Bottom Left: s 
Regan Carter j 
(1992) in the 4 
lead Bottom » 
Right: Jay 
Doyle (1977) 
stretches before ii 
a race to loosen r 
up. 



1). Striving For Gold: Wintress Harris (11) pushes 
through exhaustion to finish near the top of her heat. 2). 
Michael Phelps Take Notes: Lucas Wheatcroft (11) 
prepares for Divisionals while performing the backhand 
stroke. 3). Chasing Success One Lap At A Time: Erin 
Ott (11) pulls ahead of her competition to win her heat. 
She was .3 seconds away from qualifying for 
Championships. 4). Taking A Breath: Captains Erin Ott 
(left) and Wintress Harris relax after a long day in the 
pool. 

neLQDAtAIim 
FEATURED 

Erin Ott 
Sututtme/i 

"Our unatl team tha year a/tewed 
(pr Mterhmd, andfirm 

fpiendthipi quichty. We puM each 
ether and made iure dud we 

remainded dedicated to MmOty W 
all-

B6 

Htt̂ er̂ Sea*[ilM4»SwUn'Team* 
(Left): Wintress Harris pulls ahead trying to win her heat. (Right): Heidelberg Highschool Swim Team: Coach Ashley Wolff, Erin Ott (11), Lucas Wheatcroft (11), 
Wintress Harris (11), and Coach Tarita Harris. 
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ompetition season#!1 

eslie Hoquc [Coach] 
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FEATURED 
Luc^ le Lioness 

"I love beity a part oft a team than 
teehi eue ftr ene another en and eft 

theftdd.'-SeanSatai 
-..-m 

Rashida Peters (12), Kiara Chatfield (12), Courtney Mason (10), Shayne Benson (10), Summer Warren rat 
Captain Bryce Jackson (12), Courtney Webb (11), Captain Emilee McGann (12), Captain Halliah Tolbert 
(12), Diana Hicks (12), Courtney Morgan (11), Lucy The Lioness (Sean Salas, 12), Lauren Lapping (11) 

M 

Trouble with a Capital T - Lauren Lapping striking a T during the 
first away game at Patch. Cheer Swaq - Bryce Jackson fashionably 
rocking green star shaped sun glasses previously given to the entire 
team as a token of appreciation by the Patch cheerleaders. Buildinq 
Pyramids - Flyers Halliah Tolbert, Summer Warren, and Courtney 
Morgan link arms to form a pyramid with the help of their bases and 
backspots during the Summer Cheer Camp in K-Town. Chanting 
Away - Captain Emilee McGann and Rashida Peters spiriting 
"Let'sGo, Lions, Let's Go!" while waiting for their halftime music to 
come on. Standinq Proud - With her high ponytail, bow in place, 
pom poms ready and spirits high sophomore Courtney Mason 
stands in sidelines ready to cheer on the Lions. 
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Cheer Leqend Longer-
skirts,puffy hair; Heidelberg Higlj 

School Cheerleading squads througl) 
the years | 
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at Cheer Europeans 

Front: Captain Emilee McGann (12), Captain Rashida Peters (12) 
Middle: Summer Warren (9), Courtney Mason (10) 

Back: Assistant Coach Thomas Jogue Jr., Courtney Morgan (11), Justin 
Rodney (11), Diana Hicks (12), Captain Bryce Jackson (12), Lauren Lapping 

(11), Ryan Hoyt (12), Shayne Benson (10), Coach Leslie Hogue, Manager 
Rachel Hoyt (9) 

Car* for Comfort - Sophomore Shay tie 
Benson embraces Courtney Mason after 
their succesful 1 perfomance. Last 
Minute Stretchinq - Diana Hicks and 
Shayne Benson stretching as they wait to 
be called into the warm up room.f 
Flying High - Fresman Summer Warren 
performing her most difficult stunt in the 
air, a kick-full. Let Me Introduce -The 
2013 Competition Squad while being 
introduced to the crowd. 

Aiminq for Perfection -
Summer Warren 
executing her kick-full 
basket toss (left). The 
team performing their 

I jump sequence (very 
top). End pose (above). 

ALL-TOURNAMENT 
Tiffany Hawkins (9) 

Ryan Hoyt (12) 
Rashida Peters (12) 

ALL-EUROPE 
Rashida Peters (12) 

With the help of two choreographers from the States, 
the 2013 Competition Team practiced eight hours per day 
to perfect the two-and-a-half minute routine. Captain and 
Flyer Halliah Tolbert injured her knee early in the season 
and Senior Justin Rodney suffered from an illness that 
restricted him from returning to the team. With ankle and 
wrist injuries and hurt backs, Captains Emilee McGann, 
Bryce Jackson, and newly named Captain Rashida Peters, 
tried to keep the team 
strong without losing 
focus. 

Coach Leslie Hogue 
decided to move Tiffany 
Hawkins (9) and Gabi 
Brown (9) from JV to 
Varsity to enable the 
team to still compete. 
During Europeans, the 
group cheered for two 
games per day, half-time 
performances, run-
throughs, and 
Competition on Saturday 
morning. 

Drawn to go last, the 
announcer asked for a 
standing ovation to bid the Lions farewell before their last-
ever competition. Chills and tears overcame the 
cheerleaders as the audience of a thousand rose to their 
feet. Almost overwhelmed, the cheerleaders set up for 
their Last Roar. 
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Front: manager-Jelani Bruchette (12), Cedric Davis (12), Jacob Parsons (12), Joseph Patrick (12), 
Donta' Morris (10), Aaron Dunson (11), manager-Kierra Carr (12). Back: Assistant Coach Earl Price, 
Tim Cuthbert (10), Devyn Tucker (12), Michael Grimmett (10), Matt Aston (10), Jason Caldwell (12), 
Fabrice Niland (10), Kyle Moore (11), Coach Justin Bates 

Three-Peat was the mentaility of the 
Boy's Basketball team coming into the 
season. Following a 55-43 championship 
victory over the Ramstein Royals last 
year, and a 73-51 clobbering of the same 
foe in 2011, the boys tried to make it 
three in a row. Their work was cut out for 
them though as Jacob Parsons (12)and 
Joseph Patrick (12) were the only 
returning varsity players. The highlights of 
the season included a home sweep of 
Hohenfels coming off Winter Break, and a 
58-50 victory over rival Ramstein. 

Heidelberg ends its storied rivalry 
against Ramstein by winning 6 of the last 
7 games, spanning the last three years. 
Heidelberg and Ramstein met in the final 
every year from 2008-2012. Of those six 
finals Heidelberg has come out on top 
four times (2007, 2008, 2011, 2012). 

Scoreboard 
(U-IV) 

Jacob Parsons 

Jason Caldwell 

Aaron Dunson 
and Fabrice Niland 

Front: manager-Jelani Bruchette (12), Victor Boney (9), Angel Cruz (11), Jordan Miller (10), Adam 
Horsley (9), Marcello Esposito, manager-Kierra Carr. Back. Assistant Coach Earl Price, Jakeel Leggins 
(12), Nick Lepore (10), Noah Sharply (12), Matt Aston (10), De'Keifh Thomas (9), Donta' Morris (10), 
Coach Justin Bates 

Kyle Moore 

Tim Cuthbert 

Coach Justin Bates 

11/30: @ Kai serslautern: L/70-51 
12/1: vs Ansbach: W/54-50 
12/7: vs Ansbach: L/51-47 
12/14: @ Sch weinfurt: L/60-53 
12/15: vs Schweinfurt: L/46-43 
1/11: vs Hohenfels: W/50-46 
1/12: vs Hohenfels: W/37-35 
1/15: vs Wiesbaden: L/55-50 
1/29: @ Pa tch: L/77-54 
2/1: vs Patch: L/65-47 
2/5: vs Ramstein: W/58-50 
2/8: @ Vil seck: L/54-45 
2/9: @ Vils eck: L/83-68 
2/15: @ Ba mberg: L/62-49 
2/16: vs Bamberg: L/71-55 

Europeans (2/20-2/23) 
Pool Play: #1 Patch: L/51-42 
Pool Play: #5 ISB: L/28-18 
Pool Play: #4 Ramstein: L/44-26 



jason Caldwell 

Jacob Parsons 

1). Denied: Tim Cuthbert (10) blocks an attemped layup by AFNorth 
2). And One: Kyle Moore (11) is fouled as he goes in for a layup 
against Hohenfels. 3). Stolen: Devyn Tucker (12) steals the ball 
from Hohenfels, helping the Lions win 50-46 4). For The Win: 
Joseph Patrick (12) hits the game winning three pointer with 30 
seconds left against Hohenfels. 5). Free Throw: Jasom Caldwell 
(12) shoots a free throw as Joseph Patrick (12) prepares to get the 
rebound. 6). Lion's Last Roar: The Heidelberg Lions play their 
final basketball game against rival Ramstein. 

Aaron Dunson 

Michael Grimmett 

Heidelberg plays Ramstein in their final basketball game. 
Heidelberg lost to Ramstein, snapping a seven game winning 
streak over the Division 1 rival. 

Featured 
Joseph "Fish" Patrick 

Jneph Pairtck ms the sparkplug thai 
the Ueni needed thil gear. HtiahUUgtei 
htl three pointers diet-after shot helped 
the Liem ftash their ftnal semen with 

pnde. 



'HeMerpffrtfrVar̂ pBfflketiatt' 
Back: Jon Mittenzwey (Coach), Emily Johnson (9), Romina Fears (12), Janell Moore (11), Chantel Sampson (12), Morgan Billmaier (11) 
Front: Chloe Parker (12), Kylee Miller (12). Haley Benson (12), Emma Roberts (12) 

FEATURE 
Kylee Miller 
Point Guard 

Thamon wtatucha yeodmm 
fpr everyone. We alt learned to 

much and we improved ea ch game. 
Everyone wot ready ah le to hand, 
and we were able to ux the catena 
(yarn each player to contribute to 

(pivorue team, and I knew my 

'HetMierpGlr&'JV'Bamtim-
Back: Amy Miller (coach). Daniella Roberts (9), Geralynne Tungpalan (11), Makayla Brooks (10), Dionne Young (10), Lashae Daniels (10) 
Front: Daniela Jugueta (10), Jalisa Gibson (11), Mckenzie Sewell (9), Alexis Bennett (9), Caden Miller (manager). 

Haley Benson 
shoots a three 
pointer. Chloe 
Parker struggles 
to hold the ball. 

The team sets 
up their play 
during 
Europeans. 
The team runs 
through the Last 
Roar banner at 
their last home 
game. 

Lady Lions 
of the past. 



The Ladies line up for 
a in-bounds pass. 

Emma Roberts 
aggressively tries to keep 
possession of the ball. 

scoreboard 
(13-5) 

11/30- @ Ka iserslautern: L/36-19 

12/1- vs Ansbach: W/35-42 

12/7- vs Ansbach: L/38-22 

12/14- @ S chweinfurt: W/38-36 

12/15- vs Schweinfurt: W/44-40 

1/11- vs Hohenfels: L/37-32 

1/12- vs Hohenfels: W/40-35 

1/16- vs Wiesbaden: L/40-37 

1/29- vs Patch: W/ 41-36 

2/1- @ Pa tch: W/37-35 

2/5- @ Ra mstein: W/49-44 (OT) 

2/8- @ V ilseck: W/48-44 

2/9- @ V ilseck: W/48-36 

2/15- @ Ba mburg: W/42-26 

2/16- vs Bamburg: W42-26 
&**• , 

Hayley 
Benson 
fiercly 
dribbles the 
ball down 
the court. 

Captain 
Kylee 
Miller. 

Senior Chantel 
Sampson fights to keep 
the ball in Lion possesion. 

Europeans (February 21st-23rd) 

Pool Play- #6 Patch: L/35-20 

Pool Play- #2 Wiesbaden: W/36-32 

Pool Play- #7 ISB: W/39-18 

At the Buzzer 
Coming off a title in 2012, the 

Lady Lions looked to continue their 
run during their final year. 
Captains Kylee Miller and Haley 
Benson led the team, with help 
from fellow seniors Romina Fears, 
Emma Roberts, Chloe Parker, and 
Chantel Sampson. 

After a rough start, the Lady 
Lions proceeded to win ten of their 
last twelve games, including the 
last seven straight games going 
into Europeans. All of their hard 
work and effort earned them the 
fhird seed in the DoDDS District 1 
Basketball Tournament. The Lady 
Lions won two of their three pool 

play games, but due to a three-
way tie, were eliminated from the 
tournament. 

Their schedule included a 
regular season sweep of perennial 
powerhouse Patch, and an 
overtime thriller in which they 
topped rival Ramstein 49-44. 

They also showed resiliency 
when playing Schweinfurt. Trailing 
19-4 entering halftime, and 34-15 
entering the 4th quarter, the Lady 
Lions staged a massive comeback 
to topple the Lady Razorbacks. In 
the tournament, Heidelberg 
defeated the second seeded 
Wiesbaden 36-32 in a nail-bitter. 



Coach Lister and 
Head Coach Charles 
congratulate Will 
Miller, Justin 
Vatcher, and 
Reshawn Wells on 
medaling in the 
European 
Championship. 

tunwia, hu( trnpleamity 

December 8th, 
2012 
1 lome .Meet j 
1st place 

December 
1st, 2012 
@ Wi esbaden 
3rd place 

January 12th, 
2013 
@ Ramstein 
3rd place 

@ Vilsec k 
5th place 

Front: Manager Madeline Lister, Andrew McVeigh, C.J. Miller, Da'Quon Darden, Damon Pugin, Reshawn Wells, Manager Rina Ferras 
Second Row: Coach Sean Lister, Coach Jeffery White, Alfred Freed, Mathew Hall, Conor Mitchum, Nick Chance, Head Coach Charles Russ, 
Manager Danielle Sophie-Harris 
Last Row: Aaron Gauff, Justin Vatcher, Jacob Anderson, William Nollert, Javier Doward, William Miller 

Left: Javier 
Doward (10) 
proceeds to pin 
a competator 
from Ansbach in 
a w in. 
Right: Justin 
Vatcher (11) 
accomplishes a 
pin against a 
Vilseck 
competator. 

February 2nd, 
2013 
@ Wiesbaden 
3rd place 



(track) 
"We need to be 

conservative with our 
resources because they 
won't last us forever." 
Hannah Mayfield [12] 

Tyler Holderby 
%00 mete* 

"I wm't> apeoUiy} a large turnout, 
but tmpkamitjf wprited ijp Ik 

FEATURED 

Seco ? an Stark, Diana Hicks, Daniella Jugeta, Kelly Martin, Ashley Ellis, Savannah Tudlong, Tyler Holderby Andre Brown 
Third"^ Mana9er Sarah Callery, Janell Moore, Rachel Rytarsyk, Mckenzie Istook, Mary Rytarsyk, Marissa Mackson, Adellah Summerlin, Jelani Burcheta 
lag,. _~°acfl Larry Daffin, Alfred Freed, Nicholas Chance, Noah Nichols, Camden Stokes, Meryll Hernandez, Adam Horsley, Dekeifh Thomas, Jomico Hernandez, Coach Davis 
Mm d _fn'el Timothy Cuthbert, Fabrice Niland, William Miller, Bryce Jackson, Marcus Jackson, Coach Freed 

P|ctured. Reshawn Wells, Rashida Peters 
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Front: Angel Cruz (11), Grady Mayfield (11), Bobby Beidelman (9), Christian Mattil (9). Second: Gabe Quinones (11), Myles Lacy (12), Jacob Parsons (12), Donta' Morris 
(10), Joseph Patrick (12), Griffin Fletcher (9), Coach Justin Bates, Back: Manager Emma Roberts (12), Wayne Harris (10), Jared Nelson (11), Matt Aston (10), Nate 
Discavage (12), Nick Lepore (10), Noah Kiakona (10). 

( I )  C a t c h i n q  O n  T h e  F i g - Christian 
Mattil (9) catches a fly ball during 
outfield practice. 

(2) Warm Ups - Donta' Morris (10), 
Grady Mayfield (ll). Griffin 
Fletcher (9), Matt Aston (10), 
Nate Discavage (12), and 
Christian Mattil (9) warm up to 
get ready for the season. 

Jamal Pope 
2009- All Europe 
2010- All Europe 

Alex Weaver 
2011- All Tournament 
2011- All Region 
2011- All Europe 
2012- All Tournament 
2012- All Conference 
2012- All Europe 
2012- Stars & Stripes Baseball Player of 
the Year 

(3) Rippinq Up The Caqe - Nate 
Discavage (12) hits a ball in the 
batting cage in preparation for the 
Lion's first game against 

Baseball looks to rebound after 
finishing third last season. The 
boys were two outs away from the 
finals in the 2012 Semi-Final, 
before dropping the game to 
eventual champion Patch. The 
team has seven returning players, 
and a legitimate chance of winning 
the title. All-European baseball 
136 

star Joseph Patrick anchors the 
team with the help of returning 
players Jacob Parsons (12), Nate 
Discavage (12), Grady Mayfield 
(11), and Noah Kiakona (10). New 
players to the team, such as senior 
Myles Lacy and freshman Griffin 
Fletcher, also hope to contribute to 
the team's success. Coach Justin 

Bates begins his second year at 
the helm of the baseball team, and 
looks to expand upon the success 
of Heidelberg's baseball club. 
Baseball Europeans starts May 
23rd, and concludes on May 25th, 
allowing the baseball team to play 
in one of the final Heidelberg 
sporting events. 



Front: Katie Hansen (12), Rachel Hoyt (9), Maddie Lister (9), Jenny Nelson (9). Second: Coach Leslie Hogue, Nicole Balmforth (11), Captain Bee Bronell (12), Sean 
Salas (12), Coach Kim Hoyt. Back: Captain Courtney Ardy (12), Cheyenne Proctor (10), Teri Discavage (9), Samantha McCabe (9), Coach Tina Ardy. Not pictured: Coach 
Mark Ardy, Captain Mishell Rodriguez. 

FEATURED playe 
#13 

Bee Bronell 
(Ratchet 

Bee Bronell tm Seen em the 
ioftlall team mice her 

(jMhomyear. She hen 
developed into one erf the hem 
eatohen in Europe the last 

oouple o( jfem, aeid lookA to 
lead the xrfthaU team to a 
dm# rfeuditn their frial 

mm. 

Practice Makes Perfect- Nicole 
Balmforth (11) tosses the ball in 
preparation for the Lady Lions last 
softbali team. 

The Softball team had their 
work cut out for them, as they only 
had three returning players from 
last year's team. Captains Bee 
Bronell, Mishell Rodriguez, and 
Courtney Ardy lead the 
inexperienced team composed 
primarily of underclassmen. 
Despite their small numbers, the 

twelve girls were able to come 
together, and form a team bond 
which rivaled that of many other 
teams. Other key contributors, 
Nicole Balmforth (11), Cheyenne 
Proctor (10), and Sean Salas (12) 
look to lead the Lady Lions to 
victory in their final season. 



Andrew Guelle (12) prevents the ball 
from going out of bounds against 
Ansbach. 

Senior captains Andrew Guelle and Vincent Harrington 
head team loaded with fellow seniors Trevor Carr, Tim 
Sellman, Justin Hunter, Wylder Raney, Jeremy Thorson, and 
Ian Hall. So far the Lions have defeated Ansbach and 
Wiesbaden by a combined score of 14-2. The boys found 
themselves down 2-0 at halftime against Wiesbaden, but 
following an inspirational speech from their coach, came back 
to win 3-2. Trevor Carr scored two of the three goals in the 
comeback. The Lions will give their all each practice in order 
to beat other powerful European teams like Patch, Vilseck, 
Ramstein, and 2012 defending champion International School 
of Brussels. 

"Pamn, geuVe got te be humble. After thegame, m er 
toee, ear eopponent Mil crml oft the ftetd and deep all the 
wag heme. We mag net he the Sat team, hut we have heart 

and tabeen wag too longitnce we've been fine lathe end eg 
an era, WE ARE NT COMING BACK EMPTY 

HAM)ET)t Ftnt a the ontg trvphg, 2nd and 3rd, keep em." 

Vinnie Harrington (12) dribbles the ball down the field as 
Heidelberg stomped Ansbach 11-0 

'HeuMterg-'Ĥ Schevl'Bdp'VarhÛ Seccer 
Back Row: Coach Johnson. Coach Jesse, Jeremy Thorson. Matthew Hall. Benny Little, Micah Williams, Kilian Hall, Devyn Tucker, Wylder Raney, Justin 
Rodney, Tim Cuthbert, Trevor Carr, Coach John Front Row: Joshua John. Tim Sellman, Andrew Guelle, Vincent Harrington, Conor Mitchum, Justin 
Hunter, Briton Rott, Marcello Esposti, Zach Parsons 
JV Team (Not Pictured): Jared Hughes, Ryan Johnson, Alexander Sperber, Jacob Anderson, Vincecent Charest, Lincoln Peterson, Thomas Seage, Nick 
Chance, Nick Steinacker, Rolando Ferraras. Ryan Hoyt, Alex Coles, Swingers: Briton Rott, Marcello Esposti. Wylder Raney, Kilian Hall 
Below: Even back in 1979, the HHS Boy's soccer team was winning 

FEATURED 
Vinnie Harrington 

"Wtid- 'pieldfai 

Left: Olek 
Kolodziejski (9) 
dribbles the 
ball during 
practice. 

Right: Ian Hall 
(12) prepares 
himself for the 
Lion's last 
soccer season. 

Trevor Carr (12) kicks the ball over 
the Ansbach keeper, the first of 11 
goals for the Heidelberg boys. 



FEATURED 

f| Celina Fry (12) dribbles the ball across the 
p field against Ansbach during a cold 

Saturday Game. 

Above: Sarah Lancaster 

Anna Miller 
Tttid- "pieldei 

'At the beginning the mm we bamlty darted 
with a ne w team, with me player* who had never 
played befpre. But with me determinatton and 
hardwerk we have come together to make a team 

ready to conquer the lad* m m e(j HHS girt* iooocr." 

Coach McCauley leads his girls' team in 
stretching before practice 
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Kayla Robinson (11) takes 
control of the ball 
following a mid-game 
turnover by Ansbach. 

ront: Laria Halsey (11). Rachel Braun (9), Alexa Tavarez (12). Celina Frye (12), Erin Ott (11), Manager Raevin Dunson (9). 
«®cond: Emilee McGann (12), Allison Adkins (12), Kayla Robinson (11), Lauren Lapping (11). Megan Mullen (12), Jennifer Bumgardner (12). Gabi 

rown (9), Mackenzie Sewel (9) Back: Coach Jim McCauley, Manager Lashae Daniels (10), Dionne Young (10), Anna Miller (12). Layna Lowe (12) 
aarah Lancaster (12), Allyson Raney (9), Jasmin Przysucha (10), Sophie Nocera (10), Manager Mireille Sidwell (11), Coach Caitlyn Riley. 

Girls Soccer team members 
commit themselves to the team, 
Progressing from putting their 
cleats on to play the first game to 
Europeans. 

"We are here to have fun," 
Coach Jim McCauley encourages 
his team, because through the 
hardwork and dedication to the 

game, the idea of playing for 
recreation is not lost. 

Although it is the Last Roar for 
Heidelberg and its girls soccer 
team, the unique bond that the 
Heidelberg girls soccer team has 
formulated for the love of the game 
and for each other is one that will 
last. 

Sarah Lancaster (12) carries the ball 
from the defensive end for the attacking 
play. 

(12) leads the team during 
practice. 
Left: fenny Bumgardner 
(12) practices headers. 



Joseph Patrick says, "I'm happy to 
see we're getting a well-rounded 
athlete that can bring some needed 
athleticism to the team." 

Lacy's athleticism reflects itself in 
his grades and attitude too. At the 
time this is written, he is ranked 
number one in the senior class. 
Lacy has taken eleven AP classes 
including this year, and his lowest 
AP test score is a 3. Although he 
has experienced success in many 
sports, Lacy has never let any of it 
get to his head. He has always 
shown great sportsmanship and had 
a humble attitude. 

Tennis teammate Wylder Raney 
says, "His [Myles'] positive attitude 
always keeps everyone in a good 
mood.. .and sets a good example for 
younger players. The varsity also 
seems to benefit from his positive 
outlook." 

The Lacy family has contributed 
many athletes to Heidelberg High 
School. Myles' younger sister 
Mallory (11) is a varsity volleyball 
player, and his older sister, Morgan, 
played volleyball and soccer. 

by Nate Discavage 

Heidelberg High School has had 
a history of multi-sport athletes. 
Myles Lacy, however, gives a whole 
new definition to the term. Since 
joining Heidelberg High School his 
freshman year, Lacy has 
participated in six different sports ~ 
tennis, soccer, swimming, cross 
country, track, and baseball. 

Former teammate Gina 
Henderson says, "Myles' natural 
athletic ability gives him an affinity 
for sports." 

In the summer of 2009, Lacy 
participated in the DoDDS Football 
Camp. He planned on playing 
football, but injury concerns from his 
parents forced him out. Left with 
free time right before the start of the 
school year, Lacy took up cross 
country. Lacy took the winter off 
after cross country. A broken ankle 
prevented Lacy from playing soccer 
that spring. 

Entering the 2010 school year, 
Lacy decided not to do cross 
country. Friends convinced him to 
join the swim team, which helped 
him fill out, and become a stronger 
athlete. That spring Lacy started 

tennis lessons, and aimed on 
playing tennis next year. 

"Long distance swimming helped 
give me endurance," Myles said in 
response to his successful 
swimming season. 

As 2011 rolled in, Lacy quickly 
adapted to tennis, and made varsity 
his first year. Even after tennis 
finished, Lacy continued to take 
private lessons to improve his 
game. That spring he decided to 
add track to his resume, but shortly 
after the season started, shin splints 
ended it. Without track, Lacy 
revamped his tennis workouts. 

Lacy was ready for tennis his 
senior year. All the off-season 
workouts had paid off, and he 
proved it to Europe. He proceeded 
to go undefeated in the regular 
season, but in a confusing turn of 
events was denied a Wildcard entry 
to the European Singles 
Tournament. During the tennis 
season, baseball coach Justin 
Bates, and numerous players on the 
baseball team, convinced Lacy to 
do baseball in the spring. 

All-European baseball player 



Hannah Mayfield 

Junior Year: 
Cross Country: 
Qualified for Europeans 
32/160 at Europeans 
Track: 
Qualified for Europeans 
4th place in the 4X800 event 

Senior Year: 
Cross Country: 
Captain 
Qualified for Europeans 
23/160 at Europeans 
Girls' Team took 3rd in Europeans 
Track: 
Captain 

Junior Year: 
Golf: 
2011 European Golf Champion 
Basetball: 
2012 2nd Team All Europe 
2012 1st Team All Region 
2012 1st Team All Conference 

Senior Year: 
Golf: 
Golf Captain 
Varsity Basketball: 
Basketball Captain 
2013 2nd Team All Region 
Baseball: 

Sophomore Year: 
Golf 
JV Basketball 
2011 Basketball Champions 

Freshman Year: 
Golf 
JV Basketball 
Baseball: 
2010-AII Region Baseball 

'arrived sophomore year* 

Sophomore Year: 
Cross Country: 
Qualified for Europeans 
40/160 at European 

Baseball Captain 

'arrived sophomore year* 

Sophomore Year: 
JV Football 
2010 Football Champions 

Junior Year: 
Varsity Football 
Cheer Leading 

Senior Year: 
Varsity Football: 
Football Captain 
Cheerleading: 
1st Team All-Tournament 
Soccer 

2013 Most Athletic Senior 
Award 

l earn took 3rd place in 
Europeans 
JV Soccer: 
Selected to play Soccer 
with the European Squad 

Sophomore Year: 
JV Tennis: 
2010 European Tennis 
Champions 
Varsity Soccer 

Junior Year: 
Varsity Tennis: 
Team took 3rd place in 
Europeans 
Varsity Soccer 

Senior Year: 
Varsity Tennis: 
Girls' Captain 
Top 8 in the European Doubles 
Tournament 
Team Leadership Award 
Varsity Soccer: Captain 
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Lion Pride Whenever sports 
are involved at Heidelberg High 
School, you hear that phrase. Lion 
spirit never dies, no matter how the 
school's sports teams have done. 
Lion Pride has spanned our 
history. 

At the beginning, there were 
only four sports -- football, men's 
basketball, baseball, and 
cheerleading. Football started with 
an amazing record! In 1947 a 
winning streak began that lasted 
for seven championship years. In 
1950, HHS tied with Frankfurt for 
the championship. After one year 
of not making it to Europeans, we 
won one more time in 1955, but 
waited 20 dry years before winng 
again in 1975. Another Europeans 
winning streak ran from 1981-84. 

1968 Lion Mascot 

Wins in 1988, '98, '99, 2005, '08, 
and '10 completed the Lions' run. 

Although men's basketball has 
been a program at HHSsince the 
beginning, the first European win 
wasn't until 1992, and repeated in 
1993; however, there was a pause 
until 2000. After that there was a 
DoDDS record five-year winning 
streak until 2004. Since then, we 
only had two more wins in 2007 
and 2012. The Lions only won nine 
Europeans, but they had other 

conquests ~ the B League 
champion in 1950, division in 1954, 
USAREUR champs in 1955. After 
years of not making it all the way, 
the team was champs aqain in 
1993 

Baseball may have begun with 
HHS, but for many years it was 
only offered through Youth 
Services. In 2007, it was offered 
once again. The first known 
champions at HHS were the 1952. 
In 1955 the team won the regional 
championship and in that same 
year they won USAREUR 
championship as well. 

Initially cheerleading at HHS it 
was the only sport that allowed 
female participation. Cheerleading 

1979 Cross Country 

was also the only team that did not 
have a championship competition.. 
The only purpose of having 
cheerleaders was to cheer on the 
football team at their games. 

After five years, the school 
added three sports ~ tennis, golf, 
track & field. 

Tennis did not have much luck 
getting to Europeans for a while 
after the program began. The team 
won their first European title in 
1984, which continued for four 
years, ending in 1987, skipping a 
year, then picking up again from 
1989 till 1992. Tennis started 
another four-year winning streak in 
1994 to 1997. They also won the 
championship in 2006 and 2008. 

142 1984 Wrestling 1968 Cheerleaders 



1968 Football 1979 Golf 

1968 Tennis 143 

conference title for 19 years and 
the honorary European title for 16 
years. 

In 1976 volleyball joined the 
HHS sports family, starting off the 
first season with a championship. 
Lady Lions were champs for 16 
years. 

HHS has also had cross 
country, wrestling, swim and 
softball teams. All those sports 
have had good records, too, with 
many wins. 

Lion Pride has a basis in a 
tradition of success, with statistical 
frecords and facts to back up our 
claim. 

Lion Pride? We have reasons 
to roar! 

2003 Soccer 1979 Volleyball 

by 
Mireille 
Sidwell 

In 1952, track and field entered 
the Lion Pride team. Men's track 
and field were champions in 1969 
and 1995. The only known 
championship for women was in 
1995. 

Golf also began at HHS in 
1955. It won the championship oin 
2012. 

Of course, you cannot have a 
school in Germany with no soccer 
program. HHS acquired men's 
soccer in 1969 and women's in 
1982. Both teams have had wins at 
both conference and European 
levels. The men had conference 
championships titles for 20 years 
and the European title for 19 years. 
The women commanded the 



Who's Where 
in Dedications 

L64 Adams, Samantha 
L54 Agamy, Amiera 
174 Anderson, Chazton 
L46 Ardy, Courtney 
L48 Bell, Rachel 
L58 Benson, Haley 
149 Bronell, Marie Brianna 
1.52 Brooks, Kerstin 
L56 Bumgardner, Jennifer 
L52 Burton, Owen 
L74 Davis, Cedric 
L53 DeLaRosa, Matthew 
L50 Duvall, Renee 
L62 Ferreras, Rina 
L68 Frye, Celina 
L65 Gorshenin, Sophie 
L63 Gotzmer, Florian 
157 Guelle, Andrew 
L49 Hall, Kilian (Ian) 
L45 Hansen, Katie 
L71 Harris, Danielle Sophie 
L67 Hart, Rachel 
60 Hernandez, Meryll 
63 Hicks, Diana 
.70 Jackson, Marcus 
65 John, Joshua 
.51 Lancaster, Sarah 
66 Martin Gross, Aolani & Amani 
.57 Mayfleld, Hannah 
.47 McGann, Emilee 
.45 Meeker, Cameron 
.59 Miller, Ana 
55 Miller, Kylee 
.73 Murray, Sean 
.51 Osborne, Ana 
.58 Patrick, Joe "Fish" 
50 Pelley, Isabell 
54 Peters, Rashida 
54 Rivera, Nikolas 
44 Rodriguez-Trinidad, Jose Enrique 
69 Salas, Sean Helen 
73 Schrock, Gavin 
71 Sharpley, Noah 
45 Soliz, Emmanuel J. 
55 Tavarez, Lexi 
59 Thomas, Bobby 
46 Tielking, Alexa Danielle 
61 Tucker, Devyn 

Jose Enrique 
[uez Trinidad 

•yliul 
assurance 

lour d 
le detl 
Kwayd 
leeil 
lour 

CAMINANTE, SON TUS HUELLAS 
EL CAMINO, Y NADA MA S; 
CAMINANTE, NO HAY CAM ] 
SE HACE CAMINO AL AND 
Al ANDAR SE HACE CAMIN " 
Y AL V OLVER LA VI STA AT ] 
SE VE LA SE NDA QUE N 
SE HA DE VOLV ER A PISA J 
CAMINANTE, NO HAY (MK MINO, 
SLNO ESTELAS EN ^(»1A R. 

This poem was 
Machauo and it$| 
and responsibi 
jwould like to 
in your achi< 
day in ail aspe< 
wliere you 
your e*^«| 
together aiiu8| 
harmony and hap pin-
walk in to you future wft 
that you have a family tl 
belief and attitude that o 
all your dreams if you IT 

WANDERER, YOUR FOOTST EPS ARE 
THE ROAD, AND NOTHING MORE; 
WANDERER, THERE IS NO ROAD , 
THE ROAD IS MADE B Y WA LKING. 

Y WAL KING ONE MAK ES THE RO AD, 
|AND UPON GLANCING BAC K 

NE SEES THE PAT H 
HAT MUST NE VER BE TROD AGAIN. 

ANDERER, THERE IS NO ROAD -
ONLY THE WAKE IN THE SEA. 

Antonio 
alism, 

e, and I 
not only 

w every 
a journey 

lake all 
ye shared 



Sissy* eighteen yea -s agd 
GOD blei|S?£gs wi h 
your presence. We 
watched you #ow (from 
the curicHlfflpy t° a g* 
beautiful mature woman 
We are so id of you 
and can 6ftly t dsh youi 
the best ir next f 
step in life. Lt3 'e you 
forever! nfl /\t 

You are a fine young man 
Wv. a rtffwe love you dearly! 

Godtjpfiy„bf€ssedus„fiy/ 
'^allowing you to be a part 

of ottr family. We all ttqiy 
rfpr„you to r̂ow in faitih, 
wisdom, and honor. | Lf 

-"""Peace, love, and joy tp 1 
, . y ou son: 

Congrai 

pmeron, 
| I am so proud of the young man 

'ou have become. You are my rock, 
he person on whom I can rely to 
nake me laugh, and, most 
nportantly, my best friend. I have 

10 doubt in my mind you will go 
ilaces and I cannot wait to see how 
our future unfolds. 

Congratulations on completing a 
hapter in your life and I hope I 
fill get to be a part of the many 
hapters to come. I will love you 
orever and always! 

Your big sister, 
Kristina 

Mi Querido Camucho, 
Le doy gracias a DIOS por 

haberme bendecido con un hijo 
como tu. Comenzaras una nueva 
etapa de tu vida llena de ilusiones y 
anhelos. Se que una de tus cualidades 
es la perseverancia en alcanzar tus 
metas y, con la gracia de DIOS, lo 
lograras. Disfruta cada minuto de tu 
vida: ama y sonrie. 
;Tu sentido de humor es contagioso! 

Recuerda siempre sere: 
"Cameron's Assistant & No. 1 Fan" 

iDIOS te bendiga hijo mio! 
Te quiero con el alma, 

Mommy (49ers) 

Cameron, 
I want to thank you for 

brightening my life for the 
last seventeen years. Your 
quick wit, intelligence, and 
independent spirit have been 
a blessing to this family. All 
this and I didn't have to keep 
telling you to do your 
homework. What else could 
a father ask for? 

You have many gifts and 
talents. Keep nurturing them 
and they will continue to 
bring you happiness all your 
life. 

All my love, 
Dad 



For our daughter, Courtney Ardy-
From the day you were born, we've wanted to give you 

a wonderful life and protect you from anything we 
thought could hurt you. Along the way we've worried a 
lot, and sometimes still do. But it's only because we love 
you so much! 

And now you're creating your own path, living your 
life with courage and grace to handle whatever comes 
your way. We just want you to know that we couldn't be 
more proud of you and couldn't love you more! May God 
always bless you and guide you! 

--Love Mom and Dad 

Courtney I. Ardy 

Alexa Danielle Tielking 
Our Darling Alexa, 

We could not be more proud as 
you graduate and go on to the next 
phase of your life. For us the years 
have passed by so fast as we have 
watched you bloom into the 
beautiful, sweet, intelligent, and 
headstrong young woman you are 
today. You were truly a blessing 
from heaven above on that May day 
in 1995. We will cherish all the 
special yesterdays with you and look 
forward to your many accomplish
ments in the future. As you take 
first step to the next big phase 
the path of life, may God Bless 
and know that we love you 
our hearts. 

ifpve you Lex, to the moon and 
back. 

-Dad, Mom, Josh 

"HAVE I NOT C OMMANDED YOU? BE 
STRONG AND COURAGEOUS. Do NOT BE 
TERRIFIEpfDO NOT BE DISCOURAGED, FOR 

^F^FFPRD YOUR GOD WILL Bi WITH YOU 
WHEREVER YOU GO. 

146 



McGann 

next phase of life and 
you find your own 
way into the world, 
please remember that 
our wishes for you 
are to be happy. Make 
and follow your own 
dreams. We will be 
your cheerleaders, 
giving encourage
ment and support 
along the way to 
achieve your goal. We 
love you so very 
much and we will 
always be here for 
you. You are the best 
daughter in the whole 
wide world and we 
are so so BLESSED to 
be your parents. 

Love, 
Mom & Dad 

We are in awe of 
you. As parents, we 
have enjoyed 
watching you grow 
from a baby to a 
young lady. Your 
honesty, character, 
determination, and 
spirituality keep you 
grounded. You are a 
good decision maker. 
You are giving, kind, 
well rounded and 
talented. You are a 
beautiful person 
inside and out. We are 
proud of who you are 
and for all the things 
that you have 
accomplished in a 
very short period of 
time. 

As you enter the 



No matter how many 
r miles#have been between us, 

no matter how many miles 
'witl^youJ&re nfjgf out 

offtTynbughts. I am so 
proud of the wondejrful 
yoimg woinah you Ijave 
become. I love you! « 

-Dad . 

I treasure each memory of 
you, from adorable curly baby 
to the strong and beautiful lady 
you have become. We've 
savored each step, but at last the 
bittersweet day has come for 
your leap into the wide workup 
I'll miss you like crazy! We're/' 
silly-proud of you, dear Rathel, 
and I love you always and With 
all of my heart. 

-Mom b 

Congratulations on 
achieving this important 
milestone in your education. 

J I'm very proud dp you aiad am 
looking forwarmo the Nt 

^unfolding of thjrmhrt chapter 
life. Wnatevyf^ou do, 

I know voull do u|pj(h great 
style! 

^ V -Love and hug* 
| [Grammy 

As you begin this next l « 
chapter in your life, hold 
onto your dreams, 
imagine th,fe future you want 
and make it happen. You are 
an amazing, smart and 

i beautiful girl and the worldTs 
I full of, possibility. We are so 
Iproud of you and can't wait to 
See Where life takes you next. 
Sve love_you!_ 

-Aunt Lisa, Uncle 
B - Christian, Garrison, 
"r* Isabella, Abigail 

Congratulations to myx 
fabulous^niecey dri\hefi«^5^ 
| graduation! Yotf^^ag; 

wonderfuHW^&Bte^iW;J . 
vivacious indiVKfnal! jShrKi-



yia -- ~ we 
are so 

f^ramTof you. We 
r^ofctotake the next 
ears tofiot only opei 
5upd"'kii cbilege^h^rf' 
sdnQf^d yoty-sy^md^ s 

ovyti path^Jrou have 
r^ted npteiidal and 
^ard^joc^very day;. 
Aj-^^en toil! 
pd^grful winter's 

Hall 

Ian, 
We encourage you to find that dream, 

but want you to know you are our 
treasure and we love you with all our 
hearts. You have filled our lives with 
laughter and joy. Believe in yourself and 
others will believe you. Continue saying 'I 
got this' and keep telling silly jokes. Strive 
to exceed your expectations and do a little 
bit extra; be energetic, enthusiastic and 
continue to try new things in life. Feel 
free to fail. Embrace your past 
experiences growing up in foreign lands; 
respect others, especially women, and 
earn their respect. 

Meet someone like Mom, but don't look 
for another mother. Speak with 
confidence when you first say hello, when 
you ask a girl for her number or when 
you're answering a question. Remember 
that real men are a myth and the only 
man you need to worry about is the man 
you were created to be. We're so very 
proud of you. 

Love, Mom, Dad and Em 

"THERE COMES A TIME 
IN EV ERY R IGHTLY 
CONSTRUCTED B OY'S 
LIFE THAT HE HA S A 
RAGING DE SIRE TO GO 
SOMEWHERE AND DIG 
FOR HIDDE N 
TREASURE." 

-MARK TWAIN 

"DON'T LET ANYONE 
LOOK D OWN ON YOU 
BECAUSE YOU AR E 
YOUNG, BUT S ET AN 
EXAMPLE FO R THE 
BELIEVERS IN SPEE CH, 
IN LIF E, IN LOV E, IN 
FAITH AND IN PUR ITY." 

-I TIMOTHY 4:12 



Renee Duvall 
l 

HWJ1! 

Renee, 
The time has come for you to 

turn a page to a new and exciting 
chapter in your life. Your high 

'marks the first 
plishments 
oughout your. 

Irson 
.^.ay and stops % 

ting tomorrow is uneducated 
day after. 
ev^r forget the difference 

tweenschool and life. In 
^thool/you're taught a lesson and 
then given a test; in life, you're 
jiven afest that teaches you a 
essofC 
C "We'll always be there for you, 
ui it's your "parachute and you'll 

ow exactly when to pull the 
rd. 

Love You Always, 
--Mama & Papa'V^ 

Isabell Pelley 
Isabell, 

We are so proud of the strong, beautiful young 
woman you have become. Watching you grow has 
been an experience that we wouldn't trade for the 
world. Your kind, loving nature is truly a treasure. 
Never lose it. 

Your life has already been so full of adventure 
and there are many, many more to come. Let" your 
happi ness guide you down the path of life and you 

"""" u" —~ the journey. « 
m do;alWay! -

little 

fer be(idisappointcd1 
lerever you go, whatever 

remember that we love and 
girl. p 



"YOU CAME FROM FAR A WAY 
TO STAY WIT H US AWH ILE 
You CAME WITH DEEP EST FEARS 
BUT YOU'LL LEAVE US WI TH A SM ILE 
AND A TEAR IN OUR EYE ." 

-DALE HAWLEY 
Osborne 

Though we're not ready minutes that you win your 
for you to go, we have no way into everybody's 
doubt you can make the hearts. Your sassy humor, 
transition. You have before, your classic beauty, and 
In fact, at 4 years old, you your kind heart leave an 
embarked on a heroic impression on others not 
journey. A heroic journey soon forgotten. In fact, 
begins with separation and you are so unforgettable 
initiation. You left your that they decided to close 
birthplace of Guatemala, down the base when you 
stepped through a virtual graduated. I don't blame 
portal, and landed in them. 
Europe to be in our family. I only miss you when 

Within weeks you spoke I'm breathing. 
English; within months Love, Mama , 
German. But it's within Papa, and Emily 

Sarah, 
From the moment we brought you 

home, you let us know it was your 
world and the rest of us were just 
passing through. You were our beautiful 
"Cinnamon Girl" who loved her babies, 
walked her stuffed puppy and wanted 
"Police Car Peter" to arrest her so she 
wouldn't have to sit in her car seat. You 
have always been strong willed. That will 
serve you well as you step into the world 
on your own. We have watched you 
become a beautiful, confident and 
independent young woman. We are so 
proud. You are going to do amazing 
things Sarah Belle. We can't wait to see 
where life takes you. 

All our Love, 
Mom and Dad 

Sarah, 
Being your brother has been one of the most 

amazing, rewarding, and forced experiences. 
You have always been the person I am 
completely open and honest with. We tell each 
other everything and will continue to do so, 
from your freshmen orientation till we are old 
and cannot remember the secrets we were 
going to tell each other. I hope you have 
learned what to do and not to do from 
watching my mistakes and mimicking my 
success. I know you will get through your first 
college years with grace and accomplishment. 
You are my little sister and always will be. I 
love you and stay golden pony girl. 

Love, 
Bigbro 151 



IT TAKES AN ATHLETE 
TO DANCE, BUT AN 
ARTIST TO BE A DANCER." 

-SHANNA LAFLEUR 

Dear Moe, 
I l ove all the times that we 

had together. You mean oh sc 
much to me that my heart will 
have a giant hole when you 
are gone. 

I just don't know how to 
say it. t just love you and 1 
can't explain how much I lor e 
you and care about you. 
Nobody could explain it. 

Please give me a postcard. 
Love. 
Christopher always 

XOXOXO FOR M OE 

Owen Burton 
"My little boy, you are the air I breathe." -DAD 

Your roots will never die. 
Though your leaves will change, 
Your family will always love you, 

And though you may not see, 
And may perchance forget, 

The gnarled roots during the bloom of spring, 
Do not let yourself be alone 
During the leafless winter. 

I lo ve you, little brother; 
No sibling could ever make me more proud. 

Zack 

"THERE IS A VOI CE INSIDE OF YOU 
THAT WHISPERS ALL DAY LONG, 
'I FEEL THIS IS RIGHT FOR ME, 
I KNOW THAT THIS IS WRONG .' 
No TEACHER, PREACHER, PARENT, FRIEN D 
OR WISE MAN CAN DECID E 
WHAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU-JUST LISTE N TO 
THE VOICE THAT SPEAKS INSIDE." 

-SHEL SILVERSTEIN 

"ONCE THERE WAS A TR EE, AND SH E LOVED 
A LIT TLE BO Y...EVEN MO RE THAN SHE LO VED 
HERSELF. -SHEL SILVERSTEIN, THE GIVING TREE 

"TODAY YOU AR E You, THAT IS TRUER 
THAN TRUE. THERE IS NO ONE ALIV E WHO 
is YOUER THAN You." -DR. SEUSS 

"You HAVE BRAIN S IN YOUR HEAD. 
You HAVE FEET IN YOUR SHOE S. 
You CAN STE ER YOURSELF ANY DIRECTION 
YOU CHOOSE. YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN. 
AND YOU KNO W WHAT YOU KNOW . 
AND YOU ARE THE ONE WHO'LL DEC IDE 
WHERE TO GO..." - DR. SRUSS 





Over 18 years ago was one of the happiest days of 
j i our lives; our daughter was born, a gift from 

above. It seems like yesterday you were just a little 
girl; now you are all grown up. From your first 

words "awhwhy" (Water), your first day in 
German school, to your first day in American 

school, we have always been proud of you. You 
. have met every challenge head-on and have 

prevailed. You have grown into a beautiful, 
intelligent, and confident young lady. Now you are 

! all grown up and reitdy to meet the challenges of 

k. the world, I don't know what God has planned for 
ijfryour, life, but we do know we tried to raise you to 
ft reach for the ̂ titrs. You will never know how 
• #•/\i• /I 11 ro /I«A ir/Oi 1 T)»> K5c-f • proud we are of you. Dti bist das beste was uns je 

I it-? nassieren fsotiute. Von hier bis zum 
'-•musma m-AW»'• '• JV Mond und zuriick... 

±2* • " •' f|T•« 'V 
: s. i " .I.ove, Mama and Papa! 

Congratulations on 
reaching this milestone 

and onwards to your 
success in life. We are 

so happy to be here 
with you at this special 

time and we love you. 
#RiveraRox 

Dad and Gabby! 

Nikolas 
Rivera 

Miracles are Supernatural. 
They haven't happened for over2000^J 
Bujflhcredible and Wonderful still happens. I 
3|0i, Amiera, are Incredible and Wonderful. 

;^pii shouldn't have lived, but you did. 
"^ou shouldn't be able to do what you do, but you do. 

ou should never have made it to this point, 
but here you are. 

rCall it against the odds. 
Call It a lot of hard work. 
Call it an unquenchable desire to i 

hing that} 
arded with \ 

"creating ever-lasting 

nikolasri|H| designs 

l with the Light of 
lives, 
liera. 

SON, AKA UNCLE GUY 



Our sweet baby girl, 
It is hard to believe that you are ready to set out on 

your own! For over 17 years you have dazzled not only 
us, but everyone lucky enough to know you. From that 
first hot spring in Phoenix, when you came into this 
world, and now such a short time later, the light of 
your soul brightens and grows every passing day as 
you become the woman that God would have you 
become. You are loved so much by so many. Our hope 
is that you strive to realize God's will in your life while 
working hard and focusing on the things that will get 
you there. 

Ten to twenty years from now when you dig this 
book out again to look through and remember your 
life in high school, our hope is that you have no 
regrets and you will be able to say with confidence that 
you wouldn't change a thing. We know you are already 
on that path and what a rare one it is! We are so proud 
of you, Kylee! We know how hard you have worked 
and continue to strive to have balance in your life. 
With such a profound understanding of how important 
that is, we are confident in your ability to navigate the 
blessings that lie ahead of you. Never ever forget how 
much you are loved and no matter what, we are proud 
of you! 

Love, Mom and Dad 

Watching you grow into 
the wonderful young lady you 
have become has been one of 
the joys of our lives. As you 
head off to college, know that 
our hearts are filled with a 
loving pride that you cannot 
imagine. You are a blessing to 
all that know you, us most of 
all! Congratulations on this 
wonderful accomplishment. 

Mom, Dad, and Jose 



JfeufeC6erg, germany 2012 

Enjoying the JtfbsUuCt, 2012 
Poochie, 

We've done a lot together and I 
will always remember our sometimes 
wild and crazy adventures in almost 
30 countries. You've been my 
traveling and adventure buddy, 
whether skiing in the Alps, rafting in 
Slovenia, climbing the Alpspitz, 
biking the Danube, driving on the 
Niirburgring, photographing at the 
World Bodypaint festival, or just 
walking the dog around the block. 
You were always willing to go with 
me and we had a great time, thank 
you! 

Now you are about to graduate as 
the last class of HHS, what a nice 
feeling. As you embark on 
adventures and challenges unknown, 

we know that you have the strength 
to make this world a better place and 
to make a difference. Don't stop! 
Remember to make smart decisions 
and find ways to respond to the 
things that happen to you instead of 
reacting to them. Whatever you do, 
know that Momma and I a re very 
proud of you and we can't wait to 
see what adventures await all of us 
in the future. 

So as the wise Dr. Seuss says, 
"You have brains in your head. You 
have feet in your shoes. You can 
steer yourself any direction you 
choose.You're on your own. And you 
know what you know, 'YOU' are the 
girl who'll decide where to go." 

Love you, Daddy 

First lay of schooC 

LA 
Mamma andJenny, 1995 (Playing witl dolls in tie tuS 

Cayman Islands, 2000 

Dear Jenny, 
We've shared so many 

wonderful journeys, but the 
time has come for you to 
embark on a journey of your 
own. I h ave the utmost 
confidence that you will 
achieve great things. 
Wherever your path takes 
you, always remember that 
no matter what you do or 
where you go, "I'll love you 
forever, I'll like you for 
always, as long as I'm living, 
my baby you'll be." So, my 
Hunca Munca, "You're off to 
great places! Today is your 
day! Your mountain is 
waiting...So, get on your 
way!" 

Love you, Momma. 

IslgC, Austria 2005 By/lections winner, 2007 

(Playing witl Sasum <9 (Buddy 

Big Hue eyes, 1995 Jenny'sfirst car 
Starting school, 2000 

Tylee IsCattd, 2004 

Jennifer Bumgardner 

Spending time urith Sissy 

Lunch at Zugspitz, 2003 E'CyScrmission, 2007 Ol}o6erfest, 2011 Kypbring germany Kflfting in Slovenia, 2007 



"DELIGHT YOURSELF IN THE L ORD; AND HE WILL GIVE YOU THE DESIRE S OF YOUR HEAR T." 
-PSALM 37:4 

A girl full of joy with a heart for 
adventure and excitement about life. A 
daughter of the Most High KING. 
Beloved. You have added sparkle to the 
Mayfield family. Eighteen years of life 
lived in the USA, Australia and now 
Germany. Six different schools and 
travels all over the world. You see the 
world though uncritical eyes and have 
dreams to change it for the better. You 
embrace the culture that you are in. You 
speak new languages or adapt to the 
accents (Bonjour...G'day). You can't 
wait to try new foods whether it is fried 
okra and sweet tea in Texas or calamari 
in Spain. A girl who perseveres through 
adversity and cross country meets in the 
snow. You never want to waste a 
minute of time, always planning "fillers" 
like shopping on the Hauptstrasse, 
baking a recipe off of Pinterest or 
Skyping with friends all over the world. 

We will miss your "nervous feet" and 
your songs around the house but new 
Adventures await!! We are excited to 
watch you embrace the fullness of your 
next steps in life and trusting God for 
His hand in yours, leading and guiding 
you. Go be "HANNAH MAY," the girl 
God created to enjoy life with. We will 
leave the light on for you and show up 
when you least expect us (YOLO) and 
continue the journey with you. 

Love you Bunches, 
Dad and Mom 

use "swag" 
responsibly. 



THE TIME THING. YOU DON 'T WIN ONCE IN A W HILE; 

v-% 
Haley Benson 
9 
Haley, 

We are so proud of your ability to "WIN" 
and excel in any situation or environment! 

Ten schools in twelve years, you have 
shown tremendous courage, resiliency and 
perseverance. 

We love you, Shag! 
Mom, Dad, 
Shayne and Nick 

1 W "WINNING IS NO T A S OMETIME THING; n 

YOU DON 'T DO THING! RIGHT ONCE IN A wmi.fi? YO 
DO THEM RI GHT ALL THE TIME. WINNING IS #HA®^ 

-VINCE LOMBARDI 

' AN ALL 

To our Little "Fishy," 
Congratulations! We are so proud of the 

awesome son, brother, and grandson you are. 
You have had so many wonderful experiences -
from living near family in Pensacola, to the 
beaches of Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to the big 
apple in Atlanta and summer camps in Georgia 
to Stuttgart and now Heidelberg. 

Your high school experience has been 
outstanding and we have enjoyed watching you 
grow into an amazing young man. You have 
used your time wisely and have balanced your 
academics with your activities, friends, and 
sports. 

Your accomplishments have been awesome — 
MUN; winning the European Golf 
Championship and selected as the Stars & 
Stripes Boys Golfer of the Year; receiving All-
Europe honors in baseball; playing on the 
European Championship varsity basketball 
team and this year the captain of both the golf 
and basketball. You have always played hard 
and demonstrated sportsmanship, teamwork, 
and class. 

You have filled our lives with so many happy 
moments and we look forward to watching this 
exciting time in your life as you transition from 
high school to college! 

We love you, 
Mom & Dad | Jacob & Stacy | Jordan | Justin 

Joe "Pish 'Patrick 

"WHAT LIES BEHIND US AND WHAT LI ES BE FORE US AR E TINY 
MATTERS COMP ARED TO W HAT LIES W ITHIN US." 

-RALPH WALDO EME RSON 



Mom, Dad, and Ashley 

Anna Miller 



ongratulations little brother! 
iYou and I have been through a lot fromifightj 

to name calling to shopping and more. It seems 
just like yesterday when I was taking care of you 
and your little brothers or when you wer< 
crying on your first day of Kindergarten W-
hours but now you've grown up. Now you're 
getting ready to graduate and start your life as a 
young man. I know I'm not the best role model 
since it took me^few years after high school to 
decide what to do and I don't want you to go 
through that. I know you have a goal in mind 
and I want you to stay focused on it. Learn fro. 
my mistakes. Isn't that what an older brother's 
job is? To teach their younger brothers the 
mistakes in life so they don't make those same 

{mistakes. Now that I think about it, I sound kind 
of cool hahaha. As you start your new journey, 
make sure you stay on that path towards your 
goal and only keep moving forward. When you 
feel like turning back or need to take a break, 
just know that I'm always here to support you, 

I no matter what. And if I'm not there with you, 
you always have Mom and Dad, and even Jomic 
and Axel. Whatever you decide to do, don't 
worry about what others say or think. Do what 
makes you happy but be sure not to regret your 
choices later on. Even though I'm far away,4 
know that you have an older brother to turn to 
and talk to, no matter what. Congratulatio: *"* 
again, little brother. Love you! Mwa 

Love, Kuya Josh, * 

Congratulations! $ I 
You have finally reached one of the milestoni__ 

of your life. You have made us very proud parents 
We want you to know through everything you' 
done, we love you ver much. It seems onl 
yesterday when we watched you enter Sullivan 

^ Kindergarten School in Yokosuka and now you'r< 
walking out of Heidelberg High School as a youn 
man. You've come a long way in your life. Yo 
deserve to wear the graduation cap and gown; 
the midst of it all, do not forget that it was you: 
"individuality and determination" thai has gotten" 
you this far. Your Mom and I want you follow t 
your dreams. We also want to encourage you t< 
continue facing your life with a positive outlook 
achievesuccess. You have shown your 
talent^nd determination to us and we want 

/ know that we are so happy for you on your 
graduation. May you achieve what you desire and 
—e wish you all the best in life. Don't forget, we are 

[ways here for you. 
Love, Dad & Mom 



Devyn Tucker 
Devyn, 

Although over the last four years there were 
some struggles, you have accomplished a huge 
milestone. It's now your time to shine. You've 
worked extremely hard to get to this point^^l 
excelling academically and in atlilc^tfj 
are genuinely proud of you. You^jj^^^^HPrjj 

liidfull 

mindful of the asEciatcd responsibility that 
comes with it. OtEwish for you is that you 
remain grounded anct strong, and not allow 
fear, insecurity, W jieoplc with negative 
judgments to disKict you. Remain positive in 
your vision and Mcp an open mind as you 
search for your pflBjjpsc in life. The mind is 
your greatest assAnextlb your heart, and you 
will certainly ne^^Ctttjiuildai^rareer that will 

We have speflLlX|gMp|P?7ding and 
teaching, maWitgmfe^PFs2reytiiifhtg.those 
mistakes, and glvjhg ymi wehdpfe is a 
solid foundatiornn which^aPMMOTne rest of 
your life. We liaJe trkafc^Mjyylitije life to make 
you into a 

Whatever you end up being, a prokjnjfHal' 
soccer player'or cpt)ipRtey^|||I^MHn^u!krat.fast 
food joint, we want yoif fooe a m^jjitlmati' 
and do the best-job you 
you into the world and 1 i<^R4h'at you lsma'onS? 
your feet, career wise. 
good, nice, courteous, helpfulandyton^^^^ 
other people. Try and enjoy 

plenty of days when you will want tft^raHhurj 
will nuil^Siistakes due to bad decisions, but-As 
when thwoccur, man-up and take 'j/r 
iKsponsibnity and learn from them. Be strong 
and courageous. 

Congratulations. You're a wonderful young 
man and we have high hopes for you in 
w hatever career you choose to pursue, we 
know that will only be a small part of who you 
are. To your future, best wishes, now is time to 
celebrate and enjoy your family and friends. 
We Love You! 

Dad, Mom & Alex 

My baby bro! I want t6 affirm that you have 
had the honor of growing up with nte althoigh, 
I admit, you have helped make me the persbri 1 
am today and I hope that I did the same for you 
(you know, all the good things). It's been crazy 
seeing you turn from a complete mess to less of 
a mess. I am so proud of your accomplishments 
- from getting back 011 the field after an injury, 
to managing several challenging classes. You 
should be proud, too. To be honest, I am totally 
shocked about how fast you turned things 
around; you arc getting closer to your potential. 
However, young grasshopper, you have a lot to 
learn. Stuff gets really real at this next level that 
you are about to begin. Even though you ilea fly 
drowned me in the pool that one summer, 
popped off the head of every 011c of my Barbie 
dolls, and continuously hockey-stopping in my 
face while we were skiing, I still love you. I love 
you so much and in a unique way 110 one will 
ever love you: that big (including height) sis. 

Love, Asya 



Rina Ferreras 
To our wonderful young woman, 

You have reached one of your 
milestones in your life. Do not panic 
of things to come. When obstacles are 
thrown in your path, just push them 
aside. Always remember where you*-
come from. There is no need to 
always do things on your own 
because you can always rely on us to 
assist you. 

We have seen how much yo 
grown throughout your life, 
continuously made us proi 
your accomplishments 
kindergarten to your semor*ybar of 
high school. With all the luiowledge 
and experience you haVe|gained thus 
far, you now have the powgr to make 
your own decisions and Im^fith the 
consequences. 

We love you very much an 
always be proud of the lady you 
grown to be. It is now your time to 
out in the world and continue to 
learn and gain more experience to 
pass down to your child(ren) 
someday. So, with that in mind, we 
welcome you to the real world and 
may you continue to achieve all your 
goals. 

Anak, sana huwag kalimutang 
manalangin at magpasalamat sa lahat 
ng biyaya at patnubay ng ating Amang 
Diyos araw araw. Kung anumang 
pagsubok ang darating sa buhay mo, 
lakasan ang loob, tatagan ang 
pananampalataya at huwag susuko 
kaagad dahil lahat ng ito ay 
pansamantala lang. Ipinapanalangin 
din namin sa Amang Diyosjia bigyan 
ka ng mabuting kalusugan, 
magandang kapalaran at sana maging 
masaya palagi. Mahal na"tnahal ka 
namin anak. 

Your forever loving parents, 
Rolando and Penny Ferreras 

. • ^ » 



Florian 

youngest and will be thfe fourth^nd last in 
|fe family tawalk across the-stage in the 

SchooljrTtis^S^wbiiWn^stfdarana Flpnau s 
last shout. You're on your way to thegreat 
adventure of life and I hope you%ill always 
make thtr"nght" decision and you will 
prosper in life. Life is a bupdle of decision 
tmaking processes, I hope ybu wilfalways 
Wioose the best for yourself. You will always 
jfeye your family and the love of your 
Mnilv, Cherish that love. Thepext decision 
wul be yoiirs on how you go rorward^ 

jL Love, Mom, Dad, Papa, Sebastian, 
Philip}), Kevin and our fmlr-

BCSk looted friends, Oscar and Lexi. 
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Diana Hicks 

Hey Florian, * 
YOU kave one. big family and we all love 

yo,u. Those high school teachers that you 
loved; feared and maybe even hated only 

- wanted one thing for you, to prepare yoft for 

No parent could ever ask for a 
sweeter, more thoughtful, more 
caring, or more beautiful daughter. 
You have made the past 17 years the 
best years of my life. Although you 
have attended schools in three 
different countries, you always, 
without fail, adapted and earned the 
respect and praise of your teachers. 
In England you attended pre-school 
through 2nd Grade and your 
teachers cried when you left. You 
used to consistently get chosen as 
"Citizen of the Month" when you 
went to school in Texas and you 
received the President's Education 
Award there. In Wuerzburg and 
Grafenwoehr you made wonderful 
friends and again your teachers 
always told us what a wonderful 
student you were. 

Here in Heidelberg for the past 
five years you have consistently 
received Renaissance awards. You 
lettered in Basketball, Track and 
Field, and Cheerleading. You worked 
hard and you are now a High School 
Graduate! A bittersweet day for me 
will come when you move into the 
college dormitory and move on and 
up with the rest of your life because 
my baby will be leaving my home. 
But although you will move out, you 
will always live here...in my heart! I 
know you will go on to achieve 
wonderful things, just like you 
always have. And through it all, me 
and Ashley and your dad will always 
be in your corner, right behind you, 
cheering you on. 

With the greatest love possible, 
Mommy 



"IT'S TIME TO TR UST YOUR INSTINCTS, 
CLOSE YOUR E YES AND LE AP! 
EVERYONE DE SERVES A CHANCE TO F LY. 
IT'S TIME TO TRY DEF YING GRAVITY." 

-WICKED 

Congratulations, Sam, you have 
always been a great sister, and I look up 
to you. Love you bunches, Mickayla 



Joshua John Joshua, "aka....Boo Baa" 
You are a gift from God and He 

couldn't have blessed us with a 
better gift. Since the day you were 
born, you've had us spoiled. 
You're an easygoing, thoughtful, 
witty, intelligent, funny person 
with a sense of humor that makes 
us laugh. You lack nothing that 
God's grace can't give you. We 
pray that God will use your gifts 
and talents for His Kingdom, so 
don't allow people or things 
around you to define who you are. 
Remember (Matt. 6:33), to seek 
Him first and no matter what 
comes your way, Jesus is the 
answer. We're proud of you! 

Love Always, "No Matta" 
Mom & Daddy 

Boo Baa, 
Wow! I can't believe you're 

graduating and growing up into a 
handsome young man. Time flies 
when I've been like a second mom 
and the best big sister a brother 
can have. You are like no other, 
especially when you bring 
laughter to this family. Going to 
college causes you to miss things 
or people at home that you wish 
you didn't have to miss. With that 
being said, "I've missed you." 
Having arguments with you and 
then making up makes such a 
strong brother/sister bond that it 
can't be broken. Joshua, words 
can't explain how much I love 
you. You are amazing and I'm glad 
I have you in my life. 

Love Always, 
Your Big Sis, Tat 

We are very proud of you and 
the fact that you've grown up. 
Hope this picture reminds you, 
that even though you're a big girl, 
you'll always be our little sister. 

Love you, 
Alex and Nick 

Our little Rybka! 
Unbelieveable, you've grown 

up so fast. It's a little bit sad but 
also nice, my beautiful baby. 

First step in your life you have 
already overcome successfully. 
This big and sometimes 
dangerous world is in front of 
you. I'm sure the next step will be 
difficult, but you will achieve 
everything that you plan. 

Your Mom and Dad will stand 
by your side, always ready to 
help. 



Dear Aolani and Amani, 
One egg miraculously split 

creating two identical, yet 
different, beings. Born under the 
sign of Libra, representing 
balance, I was given two gifts and 
named them Aolani meaning 
"Heavenly Cloud," and Amani 
meaning "Peace, Wishes, 
Aspirations." Together you bring 
symmetry and balance to each 
other and those around you. As 
you proceed through one of life's 
many milestones and graduate 
high school, the time has come 
for me to share my collective and 
individual gifts with the world. 

When I think of Aolani, I 
think of Mother Nature--of 
Mother Earth. Your 
overwhelming wisdom, caring, 
loving, knowledge, nurturing 
guidance, and your willingness 
to share these innate gifts with 
others will enlighten and 
enhance humankind to 
possibilities never before 
imagined. 

When I think of Amani, I 
think of the Universe-of 

unexplored space. Through your 
abundant grasp of knowledge, 
both logical and illogical, 
understanding, sound judgment, 
keen observation, and focus, you 
bring forth wisdom and 
untapped enlightenment to solve 
vast mysteries yet revealed to the 
world. 

Amani and Aolani you are my 
great joys! You both are my 
momentous inspirations, the 
keys to my heart, the catalyst of 
my success. You make me laugh; 
you make me cry. You make me 
happy, sad, glad, mad, worried, 
relieved, confused, clear, sincere, 
jubilant, and extremely grateful 
to be your mother. You keep me 
grounded and take me to new 
heights. We've been through 
many highs and some lows, 
which as you know, I call LIFE! 
When life brings you happiness, 
embrace it. When life brings you 
sadness, remember what makes 
you happy. You have enjoyed 
many experiences that make 
your heart smile (Sweet 16 in 

London, the Dr. Who Experience, 
the Twilight Zone series and the 
birth of your new nephew, 
Dexter); however, those are just a 
small sample of the many new 
experiences yet to come! 

You each have an empty 
canvas, an unwritten book, an 
undisclosed path awaiting you. 
Have at it! Make it yours! Forge 
ahead and don't look back. Find 
and focus on the good, no matter 
what the situation. Think your 
thoughts, speak your words, and 
always be true to you; love 
yourself. Your experiences and 
joys are yours for the taking. No 
limits, no boundaries, live like 
there are no tomorrows and you 
will have a fulfilling life! 

I am very, very proud of all you 
both have accomplished. I love 
you! I love you! I love you! 
Congratulations on your high 
school graduation! Class of 2013! 

Love Always, 
Mami 



Rachel Hart 
Our dearest Rachel, 

5, 4, 3, 2, 1...Happy New Year! It has never been the 
same since you arrived on that wonderful day in 1995-
Florida, Veggie Tales, Blue's Clues, tea parties, the band 
aid fetish, Oklahoma, singing "I Have Decided to 
Follow Jesus" as loud as you could at chapel, playing 
Esther and King Xerxes with your Barbies, Baby one 
pocket, Winnie the Pooh, Tennessee/Kentucky, saying 
good bye to Daddy (again), American Girl, "Air 
Assault," piano, AW ANA, South Carolina, reading, 
baking cookies, swimming, Army traditions, 
Kaiserslautern, making new friends, homeschool, 
traveling, CYS sports, North Carolina, Jesus, South 
Carolina again, musical theatre, Club Beyond, 
ministry, saying goodbye to special people, 
Heidelberg, "The Lions Last Roar." Wow, you've had 
quite a life these past 18 years. We are so blessed to 
have been on this journey with you. 

We are so thankful to God for entrusting us with 
you. He has grown you into a beautiful young lady. 
Your contagious smile, your hunger to learn, your love 
for people, and your passion for Jesus are only a 
glimmer of the amazing person you have become. We 
are blessed to have had a part in guiding you and so 
very proud of who you are and of whose you are. God 
has prepared you for this next phase of life. He has a 
plan for you and will walk with you as you follow His 
leading. Keep focused on Him and His word and 
everything else will come together. 

We know you are ready for the world, we are not 
sure if the world is ready for you! Go out there and 
make a difference! 

We love you, 
Dad and Mom 

"IF EVER THERE IS T OMORROW WHEN WE'RE 
NOT TOGETHER—THERE IS SOMETHING YOU 
MUST ALWAYS RE MEMBER. YOU ARE BR AVER 
THAN YOU BE LIEVE, STRONGER THAN YOU 
SEEM, AND SMARTER THAN YOU THINK. BUT 
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS, E VEN IF 
WE'RE APART...I'LL ALWAYS BE WITH YOU." 

--A.A. MILNE 

To my favorite big sister, 
Rachel, you have always been there for 

me, through good times and bad. You are 
my best friend and I am so happy I got to 
share my first year of high school with 
you. It won't be the same at home without 
you, but maybe I'll get the bigger bedroom 
at the next house. Thanks for always being 
there for me and for being such a good 
example of how to live for Jesus. I'm so 
proud to call you my sister and can't wait 
to see what you are going to do next. 

Ich liebe dich, meine Schwester, 
Sarah 

"FOR THIS REASON, SINCE THE D AY WE 
HEARD ABOUT YOU, WE HA VE N OT STOPPED 
PRAYING FOR Y OU. WE CONTINUALLY ASK 
GOD TO FILL YOU WITH THE K NOWLEDGE 
OF His WILL THROUGH A LL THE WISDOM 
AND UND ERSTANDING THAT THE SPIRIT 
GIVES, SO THAT YOU M AY LIVE A LIFE 
WORTHY OF THE LO RD AND PLEASE HlM 
IN EV ERY WAY: BEARING FRU IT IN EV ERY 
GOOD WORK, GROWING IN THE 
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD." 

—COLOSSIANS I: 9-10 



ou during 
feeg in tpuch^ 

Celina Prye 
This is your moment, the next step in your 

ture. For us, the years have passed much too 
lickly, btut we realize that you have a goal to 
lfill. Can't imagine not seeing your smile 

everyday, if only you knew just how much that 
can brighten someon'es day. I know we were 
blessed Jo have you in our life every day. Another 
strong characteristic of yours is determination. 
This quote is fitting for you because you are filled 
with determination and the motivation to get you 
where you want to go: "When the wind of change 
blows, some build walls, while others build 
windmills." ™ 

We want you to always stay true to yourself, 
follow your heart, and realize your dreams; 
unleashing your full potential. We will always be 
there for you and our love will follow you 
whereve^ou go. 

Love Dad, Mom, Chris 
Celine, 

The name is the French variation of the Latin 
word caelum meaning "heaven or sky," 
something that you could certainly go beyond if 
you were to reach for it; a stunning title for a 
lovely sister about whom I could say so much. 
Ypti've brought so much joy to my life, as I am 
sure you've done the same for the whole family, 

times spent reminiscing memories, in the 
:ly wooden shack I now call home, will neve: 

iare to the moment that I am there with you. 
are an amazing individual and you should 

jw that. You will achieve so much and go far 
atever you choose. You always haye. Don't 

[tate. Start slowly and gain speeo)*S you feel... 
comfortable. Thanks forbeing such a grel 

Pangga. The moment that you have bee: 
for has come. A new journi 
always remember that dreaihs are free. I 
that I have taught you to keep faith in yoi 
and follow your Heart. 

Love you, MoirPHHl 

Celin',, I will always be your thorn: A thorn 
protects the rose. You are a beautiful rose am 
the most wonderful daughter I could havWver 
imagined. I don't want to dwell on your leaving 
for college because this is just another path in 
your life and I will always be there with you. 
Thank you for brightening my life and for 
cheering me up when I needed it. f will miss the I 
daily discussions about our viewpoint on life. 

Love yOT^Sways, Dad 
P?1' 

younger sister. I wisHI 
MPIrrriiitrl rrnr lifelo 

f-

for 

It's college time and the adventure begins. 
I hope growing up with me, you krilw 
w 11a tMBtt to.do. Ha! lust a little joke. 
On a serious note, you are an intelligent, 
beautful, funny young woman now, wid 
goodTiead on your shoulders. I know M 
will haw n$Bmible finding your calling 

that only years agtr 
tying jun- Man, time 



Sean, 
You are lovedLLovetU^yill 

who know an^g^BpstallPyovr 
wit, your capacity for caring, 
your contemplative sometimes 
quirky viewf of the world, 
your amazing talents and your 
steadfast loyalty. Let your light 
and love shine for all the world 
to see, from High School, to 
College, the Moon (for your 
wedding) and beyond! 

"THE LORD WILL GUIDE YOU 
CONTINUALLY AND SAT ISFY 
YOUR NEE DS IN PARCHED 
PLACES, AND MAK E YOUR 
BONES STRONG: AND YOU 
SHALL BE L IKE A W ATERED 
GARDEN, LI KE A SPRING OF 
WATER WHOSE WATER N EVER 
FAILS." -ISAIAH 58:11 

"YOU'LL BE IN MY HEA ™YES, YOU'LL BE IN MY 
HEART. FROM THIS DAY ON, NOW AND 
FOREVER M ORE." -TARZAN 



>R YOU, 

PROSPI 

IS TO Gl 

DEC1 
YOU 
YOU 

Congratulations Marcus! 
Always put GOD first, 

set your goals and then 
with faith, work and effort 
you can accomplish, bind , 
^succeed at "Anything" on 

COMFORT ME, anvay 
' N a n a  
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Danielle "C" Sophie Harris 
Danielle-Sophie "Cupcake" Harris, 

I hope you do not expect any of the usual 
dedication stuff! Maybe just a little... Do not 
let anyone tell you that you cannot do 
something! Next, if it is not going to be 
important in five years, then it is not worth 
worrying about. Your life will be a 
challenge, but there is nothing you cannot 
do. Stay independent! Oh, one last thing, 
remember that at the end of the day, the 
only thing that counts is family. 

Papa, Mama, Mika, & Min-Min 

Dani, 
When something bad or 

unexpected happens, don't 
think pessimistically; think 
optimistically; think of the 
situation as a lesson for the 
future. So accept it as it is and 
save that knowledge for next 
time. Everything happens for 
a reason, whether you realize 
it or not. 

Where to start... 
Well we've been friends 
for almost 3 years. We 
met when Myspace was 
still cool and have been 
friends ever since. We 
have a lot of memories 
together, even though 
we're an ocean away 
from each other. 
You're one of my best 
friends and I know we 
will continue to be 
friends for a very long 
time. I wish I could be 
there to see you 
graduate. I love you 
bestie! 

Tommy 

Don't forget the words of 
Metallica "Life is ours; we live 
it our way, all these words I 
ddniihist say, and Nothing 

i-e Matters." 
control, 

who is in it, no one else. That 
is your superpower! To be 
awesome, now go spread 
your awesomeness! 

I love you! 
~ Koray Baker 
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- ^ou>e"changeiso much, 
|— and like the rest Of us who 
1 ~ have, been there with you 

. since dky<Sjt^ you've grown 
u? V be Vif gsjjiring young 
woman withyb many goals. I 
remember wherrt first met 
you, this shyv tomboyisft girl • *. 
in my gym class "Standing up 
for yourself as \ gTrlrNpw ; 
you're doing what moST 
consider the impossible, and 

* t hat's reddling yoiir goal and 
following your dream*. I miss 
you so much, Dapielle. It's 
truly luck that webecame the 
friends we did. "V 

Matthew William Magee 
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Noah Sharpley 
Wow, after 7 PCS moves and 53 different 
countries, and 5 different schools, 
countless road trips, adventures, 
laughter, tears, changes, fun, homework, 
friends, basketball games, family and 
everything else we have shared together, 
here we are. 

As you stand on the threshold of your 
next big adventure, Daddy and I wish you 
love, joy, dreams realized, and a life lived 
fully and abundantly, but most of all, we 
wish you everything. 

All our love, always, 
Honey and Daddy 



Gavin Schrock 
To our little man Gavin (Mookie!) 

We are so incredibly blessed to 
have you in our lives and are so proud 
of the polite and respectful young man 
you've become! The end of High 
School is just the beginning! We will 
miss you terribly when you move on, 
just know that we are always here for 
you! 

Dream what you want to dream, go 
where your heart wants to go, and be 
what you desire to be. You get only 
one life, one chance, to do all you 
want to do! 

Love You, Son, Brother! 
Dad, Mom, Julia and Chewie 

Sean, 
We are so proud of everything you have 

accomplished! Keep going strong and remember 
you can do anything you put your mind and 
determination to! Most of all, remember that your 
Mom, Dad, Brother, and Sister will always love and 
support you. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Ryan, & Isabell 

TRUST IN THE LORD WITH A LL YOUR HEART AND 
... ?; 

LEAN NOT ON YOUR OWN UNDERSTANDING; IN ALL„: 

YOUR WAYS ACKNOWLEDGE I llM, AND I ll:. Wil l. X 

MAKE YOUR PATHS STRAIGHT." -PROVERBS 3:5-6 ; \ ' 



tsercye you were o< 
would $pe»dAiyjl| 
won4ering w™ you 1 

look like. I couldn't w 
hold you in my arms : 
first time, as I imagin* 
kind of man you woul 
become. You were m 
born, and I was so ex< 
about your arrival. N< 
look at you! Chaz, yoi 
such a fantastic son, a 
proud to be your mot] 
You're smart, handsoi 
talented, and witty. As 
prepare to watch you 
navigate through life, 
that I will ALWAYS be 
for you no matter wh; 
love you son, and I th; 
God for you daily. Yoi 
me a better person, at 
because of you, I am tl 
woman that I am toda 
Congratulations, I'm s 
excited about vourjii 

Congratulations to our son, 
Always put God first in 

your life and he will direct 
your path. 

We wish you great success 
in the future. 

Love always, 
Mom & Dad 



You just won't understand if you have not lived in 
Germany... 

1. Ausfahrt isn't funny anymore, and roundabouts are second nature. 
2. You appreciate when the car behind you or next to you gives you half 

an inch of space. 
3. Two hours for dinner is "fast food." 
4. You judge mustard by how well it opens your sinuses. 
5. Jumping across the border to get away for the day is no big deal. 
6. You no longer need Google Translate at the grocery store. 
7. You think family pictures taken at a castle are "so cliche." 
8. You forgot how to use round doorknobs. 
9. You forget how to flush a toilet that doesn't have a push button. 

10. Even 100 MPH seems like you're driving really, really slow. 
11. You no longer think it is strange that beer and water are the same price. 
12. Even at home, you don't put ice in your drinks. 
13. You never go shopping off base without a shopping bag and a VAT form. 
14. You NEVER shop on payday or the day before a German holiday. 
15. You never leave home without your keys, ID card, license, and passport. 
16. You think anything with chocolate sounds like a good breakfast. 
17. You think it is natural to pass Army tanks on the highway. 
18. You answer the phone "Hallo" instead of "Hello." 
19. You need a power drill and sledgehammer to hang a picture on the wall. 
20. You rig your lawnmower and vacuum cleaner to give you an electrical 

shock if you try to operate them on Sundays. 
21. You no longer even want ketchup for your French Fries. 
22. Christmas is incomplete without Gliihwein at a castle. 
23. You sing "Tschiiss" instead of say "Good-Bye." 
24. You no longer say "Please" or "Thank you" - it is "Bitte" and "Danke." 
25. You wonder how you ever lived without Rolladens. 
26. You wear a scarf every singe day.. .even in the summer. 
27. You plan your route around ESSO locations. 
28. You believe AFN is quality programming. 
29. You own shoes just for walking... and know you will walk everywhere. 
30. And, last but but not least, you have said out loud at least once "Damn 
Americans" on Sundays. 

* Author unknown. Courtesy of FaceBook and other social media. AFN 
American Forces Network-Europe 
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 ̂ t̂ucfgwtA, Bt| 
The first  dav of school  i i r ters .  The first day of school jitters. 

A new year means a new 
beginning and a clean slate. 
Sadly, since HHS is closing, 
everyone will also be starting 
their new year in a new school in 
a new place. Everyone is PCSing. 
Not only do you get the panic of 
a new year, but also the stress of 
a new school. 

As a military "brat," you could 
be transferred to a different 
country, families could be thrown 
into a completely new culture. In 
the United States Armed Forces, a 
Permanent Change of Station 
(PCS) is the official relocation of 
an active duty military service 
member—along with any family 
members living with her or him— 
to a different duty location, such 
as a military base. A permanent 
change of station applies until 
muted by another PCS order, 
completion of active duty service, 
or some other such preemptive 
event. 

1. Briana Bronell (12), Lynsey Never fear. The best place to 5. Will Miller (10) 
Sain (11), Mishell Rodriguez (12), get advice is from those who have 6. Mackenzie Sewell (9) 
Renee Duvall (12), Alexa Tielking u ,i and there and there 7. Emilee McGann (12) 
(12), Emma Robeits (12) ueen uicie, anu uicic, anci ineie. 
2. Rina F erraras (12) Our mobile community has 

wisdom to share. 3. Aired Freed (10) 
176^^^ 4. Katherine Tehranfar (11) 
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Don't procrastinate and choose your friends 
carefully" -Elizabeth Charest 

"These next four years are going to go by 
quickly. Do as many different things as you 

can." -Samantha Adams 

"Life goes on!" -Hannah Mayfield 

"It ends eventually." -Bobby Thomas 

"Don't try to grow up so fast; enjoy the little 
moments." -Celina Frye 

"Keep calm; it's going to be alright." 
-Kajsa Fuhriman 

"Don't sweat the small stuff." 
-Danielle Sophia Harris 

Chill out, it's not as bad as you think it's 
going to be. The years go by fast." 

-Brianna Bronell 

"Senioritis is a VERY real thing." 
-Kailee Mullen 

"YOLO." -Jacob Parsons 

"Apply to college early." -Lizzie Allred 

"Cherish friends; make memories." 
-Celina Frye 

"Do your work, don't get lazy, and get your 
sleep!" -Rashida Peters 

"You DON'T have to take math!" 
-Emma Roberts 

"Take your senior year seriously, but not 
overly so." -Matt DeLaRosa 

"Keep your locker clean if you don't want 
textbooks crushing your toes." 

-Andre Brown 

8. Mishell Rodriguez 
(12), Jordan Seres (12) 
9. Kailee Mullen (12); 
Kastilia Burell (12) 
10. Rachel Ryktarsyk 
(10) 11. Sophie 
Gorshenin (12), 
Melanie Theodore (12) 
12. Rachel Bell (12), 
13. Devyn Tucker(12) 
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Standridge, Destiny 27 
Stark, Rhiannon 61, 70, 87, 
118, 126, 135 
Stehling, Julie-Melinda 12, 
61, 72, 74, 106, 107 
Steil, Michaela 34, 35, 100, 
102, 108 
Steinacker-Olsztyn, 
Josephine 62, 65, 68, 72, 90 
Steinacker-Olsztyn, Nicolas 
31 
Stokes, Camden 62, 72, 
126, 135 
Stratman, Aaron 63 
Stratman, Ralph 27 
Struve, Alexander 16, 63, 
75, 77, 105 
Struve, Hanna 6, 31, 63, 74, 
77 
Summerlin, Aaliyah 16, 35, 
91,98 
Summerlin, Adellah 31, 75, 
135 
Sweet, Anna 27 

T 
Tavarez, Alexa 18, 62, 70, 
71, 72, 73, 74, 109, 139, 149, 
155, 157, 168 
Tavarez, Alma 22 
Tedesco, Olivia 35, 75, 88, 
104, 108, 118, 122, 123 
Tehranfar, Kathryn 35, 74, 
176 
Templeton, Janice 23, 85 
Theodore, Melanie 62, 68, 
72, 87, 100, 106, 107, 177 
Thomas, Bobby 63, 70, 71, 
87, 113, 158, 159 
Thomas, De'Keifh 27, 98, 
121, 130, 135 
Thomas, Sarah 35, 74, 113, 
115 
Thorson, Jeremy 63, 138 
Tielking, Alexa 64, 73, 75, 
146, 176 
Tillett, Mose 64, 88,91, 105, 
124 
Tillett, Sara 31, 90 
Tolbert, Halliah 6, 12, 13, 14, 
65, 73, 75, 93, 97, 105, 128 
Tubal, Rizelle Angelou 35 
Tucker, Devyn 65, 86, 88, 
105, 130, 131, 138, 161, 177 
Tudlong, Savannah 27, 117, 
135 
Tungpalan, Geralynne 132 
Turluck, Kate 35, 105 
Turner, Connie 16, 23, 80, 
85, 105, 108 

V 
Vatcher, Justin 35, 105, 121 

w 
Walker, Sandra 23, 122 
Walker, Shannon 35, 75, 
104, 108, 109, 123 
Warren, Summer 6, 12, 13, 
19, 26, 27, 75, 118, 128, 129, 
141 
Washington, Torin 31 

Webb, Courtney 13, 14, 35, 
100, 128 
Weeks, Lisa 14, 66 
Wegner, Eric 10, 23, 83, 108 
Wells, Briana 31 
Wells, Reshawn 14, 35, 106, 
135 
West, Terrance 31 
Wheatcroft, Lucas 31, 90, 
127 
White, Daniel 12, 14, 35, 74, 
98, 120, 121, 135 
White, Jeffrey 23 
Whitfield, Anthony 13, 64, 
68, 74, 80, 86, 88, 102, 105, 
107, 109, 161 
Whitford, Aneli 12, 64, 72, 
86, 105, 118, 123 
Wiederich, Dayna 23 
Williams, Micah 31, 75, 117, 
126, 138 
Wilson, Aliie 6, 23, 82, 83 
Wilson, Rachel 14, 19, 31 
Winchester, Elizabeth 10, 
34, 35 
Wolfert, Alexandra 31, 74, 
88, 94, 105 
Worsham, Kaitlyn 65, 69, 75 
Wosu, Ugonna 31 
Wroblewski, Ty 31, 75 

Y 
Yarbrough, Joshua 35, 80, 
86, 98, 99 
Young, Dionne 14, 31, 121, 
132, 139 

Z 
Zonfrillo, Thomas 23, 90 
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We all remember walking through the halls 
knowing that it would be our last. We all 
remember watching our friends move away, as 
the classes gradually grew smaller and smaller. 
We all remember sitting through "We are 
Never Getting Back Together" by Taylor Swift 
playing on repeat during every Pep Assembly. 
The moments that we lived in Heidelberg are 
engraved in our minds as cherished memories. 

As moments become memories, and the 
present becomes the past, friends, teachers 
and staff have become more than just that; 
they are family. 

As Heidelberg Lions, we were taught the 
importance of recognizing each day as a gift, 
not only to ourselves, but to the community. 
The closing of Heidelberg High School is not 
an ending, but a beginning to new 
experiences, new friends and new memories. 

As we continue to live our lives wherever 
we are, it's important to remember the little 
things — the things that made the Lions roar. 
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